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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THIS GUIDE
Abbreviations Full Form Abbreviations Full Form

AC Asbestos cement MHRC Manual for Hazard Resistant

Construction in India

Approx. Approximately Min./min. Minimum

BBCM Burnt brick in cement mortar mm Milli meter

BBMM Burnt brick in mud mortar MS Mild steel

BMTPC Building Material Technology
Promotion Council

NCPDP National Center of Peoples'- Action in
Disaster Preparedness

Cem. Cement NDMD National Disaster Management
Division

CGI Corrugated galvanized iron No. / no. Number

CM Cement mortar RC Reinforced concrete

cm Centimeter RCC Reinforced cement concrete

Cum. Cubic meter rebar. Reinforcing Bar

CWM Chicken wire mesh recap. Recapitulation

Dia. Diameter Rmt. Running meter

Dist. Distance RRM Random rubble masonry

Eqk. Earthquake Smt. Square meter

FC Belt Ferrocement Belt Sq.m. Square meter

ga. Gauge UCR Un-coursed Rubble

Gl Galvanized Iron UCRC Un-coursed rubble masonry in cement
mortar

Horz. Horizontal UCRM Un-coursed rubble masonry in mud
mortar

kg. Kilogram UNDP United Nations Development Program

km. Kilometer UNESCO United Nations Educational Scientific

and Cultural Organization

Lt Litre Vert. Vertical

m Meter WWM Welded wire mesh

Max./max. Maximum
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1 Introduction

Present Scenario

Natural phenomena like earthquake, cyclone and floods occur

frequently ina bigcountrylikeIndia, inone region or another. Unlike in
the developed countries like Japan or USA, these occurrences turn into
disasters that take thousands of livesand destroy hundreds of thousands
of buildings.This brings much hardship to the people. The basic reason
for all this is that80%ofthe housesand manyinfrastructure buildings are
seldom built to withstand the forces of nature's fury. As a result, in the

earthquakes the walls get cracked or they even collapse, the roof made

of timber with tile or slate roofing simply disintegrate, RC slab gets
detached from the wallsit isresting on and slides. Andincyclone, the tin
roofs get lifted up from the base, and sometimes get completely blown

Why?
The studies ofthe damage ofthe past disasters have shown that a lot ofthis is on account ofignorance on the part ofthe
building artisans. This results in violation of the basic rules of good construction and also non-observance of the special
disaster- resisting features thatmust be included intheconstruction in disaster- prone areas.

What needs to be done?

One sure way ofreducing thedamage in future disasters is to increase theknowhow that thebuilding artisans, including
masons and carpenters, haveabout all these aspects. The bestway todo this isthrough a training program for them that
would include lectures and hands-on training. Such a training program could beconducted by a trained civil engineer
having experience in disaster resistant construction and having an understanding of popular building systems and
commonly used building materials of the region.

Objective of the Trainer's Guide
• Thisguide is prepared with the objective of providing the potential trainer a

step-by-step method to conduct the training program of the building
artisans in Disaster- Resisting Building Technologies. The Guide will also

providethe trainingschedule and trainingdetails.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Indroduction

Approach
The structure of the training program is arranged on a logical sequence of
information transfer to building artisans that has been found to be effective by
the authors in the past one and half decades, i) It begins with focusing on
creating a felt-need in the masons through makingthem aware of the possibility
of disasters in their area and the possible outcomes, namely damage and
destruction, ii) Next it goes over to the possible reasons of this outcome
followed by the fundamentals of construction which are routinely not followed
and, which if adopted, could cut down the possible damage, iii) This is
followed by special features that the artisans need to learn about making the
construction disaster-resistant. iv)The focus then shifts to the aspect of material
consumption invarious features that the artisan should be familiar with. v)The
last, but most important, is the reiteration of the critical rules that the artisan
must always remember to follow.

Scope
TheTraining Guidecoversthe popularbuildingtechnologiesthat the peopleare likely to continue using in the disaster-
prone areas. This includes masonry walls made of stone, concrete blocksor bricks, commonly used pitched roof with
tiles, AC/CGI sheeting or slate,and RC slab roof. It coversi) the newconstruction, ii) the restoration ofdamagedbuildings,
and iii) retrofitting ofthe existing buildings asthe three principal avenues forvulnerabilityreduction.

Thetraining program proposedby thisguide bookcoversall thesethreeaspectsofvulnerability reduction, sincethe past
experience has clearly indicated thatwith the knowledge ofjust anyone ofthree, theartisans would not beadequately
preparedtowards TOTAL vulnerability reduction. Theinformation provided inthisguideisapplicable for Seismic Zones
III, IV and V, Wind Speed Zones IV and V, and for the areas frequently affected by floods. However, the training
procedurecan beadopted for other areasaswellwith somesmall modifications.

The Guide provides detailed instructions for: (a) Afive-day training program covering new construction, restoration and
retrofitting; (b) Athree-day training program coveringonlynew construction; (c) Athree-day training program covering
only restoration and retrofitting. Each is with activities to be carried out in various sessions, the method of conducting
training, thedetails of instructions during training and questions to beasked, how to handle thetrainees, and the points
that need special emphasis.
The guide contains (a) the advance preparation that needs to be carried out in the field, (b) planning of each session
including managing the trainees, and equipment required, (c) guideline ofwhere toconducttraining, e.g.on the mock-
up for most of new constructions, on the existing nouses for some of the new construction features as well as for the
restoration &retrofitting, and (d) instructionsto the trainer of how to assessthe performanceofthe trainees.

Outcome

Itis important that the trainerfully familiarizes withthe content ofthe Trainer's Guide,
and understands how to use the information given in it to conduct an effective training
program. The Guide essentially serves as a tool. Theoutcome of training depends as
much on the tool as on the person using it.The conviction of the trainer about the need
for this training and in the technologies covered in the Guide, no doubt, is a critical
prerequisite for the successofthe program. It is important that the trainerunderstands,
knows and appreciates the appropriateness of the masonry building systems for
constructing buildings up to two to three storeys high, as also the option of retrofitting
as economically the most viable option on hand to bring safetyagainst futuredisasters
for a majority of people Iiving in the disaster-prone areas.
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How to use this Guide?

Understanding the Contents in Letter and Spirit
It is important that the trainerwho is going to use this Guide as a tool to conduct training reads the full content before

starting training to understand not just the techniques and technological aspects, but to learn the basic theme and the

message running all through. This message shouldturn into aconviction. This could bedone inthe following sequence.

• Familiarize with the structure ofeach chapterofthe"Trainers' Guide" with a general idea of its content.

• Readthe contents ofthe Appendix 'A'containing "Extra Reading" and digest itwell.

• Familiarize fully with the "Manual for Hazard Resistant Construction". It is referred to as "MHRC"
throughout thismanual.Aspecific sectionofthe manual is referred to byaddinga suffix to "MHRC-".

• Study the Program Schedulethat isappropriate to the plansofthe specific training program.

• Study the detailed program of each day given in the Guide. Note different colored script. The significance of
these colors isexplained at the end of this chapter.

Training Program Schedule (Chapter03)

This chapter has three different schedules. The trainer will have to seewhich one fits best theneeds ofhis program. This

would be dependent upon the focus ofthe program, preferred duration, and the resources at one's disposal. As the first

step intheprogram, the schedules must bewell understood andeither oneofthem could be fully adopted orbased on it
a new schedule could be evolved.

Advance Planning (Chapter 04)
Understand the need for the advanced planning and the details of what planning is required prior to organizing the
training. This involve some technical items such as procurement of materials, making of mock-ups etc. The non

technical items include interaction with thecommunity, advance registration of the trainees etc.The community level
preparation is most crucial forthe success of any training program and it takes more time. If even one of the items is not

taken care of, then problemscould crop up during the training.

Making Working Models(Chapteros)

Effective training demandstoolsfor communication. Thischaptergives the detailsofvarious tools thatwouldbe effective
in explaining the abstract concepts likeearthquake to poorly literateartisans. Trainersmust understand well in advance

the requirements ofthese tools sothat themodel makers could beinstructed and tools get made well before the training.

Equipment, Training Tools and Manpower (Chapter 06)
The hands-on training will require a variety of tools and equipment since it involves many different activities. The
trainees could be expected to bring a few and the organizers could provide the rest. Even if one special tool isabsent,
then it is likely thatone or more oftheactivities may have to bedropped. Availability ofelectric power will dictate if the
power tools would be required. Often, the training site can be quite remote where most of the items would not be

available. Finally, having adequate and appropriate manpower will determine how effective thetraining will be.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



How to use this Guide?

Mock-up Planning (Chapter 08)
Itwill be important to plan in advance where the training will be conducted. This iswill help decide the need for mock-

up and the type of much-up that would have to be made. The options include a real construction site of a building or a

mock up. Incase of a construction site the Senior Trainer will require to coordinate with the person in charge of that site.

On the other hand the mock-up wi11 requ ire proper design ing and advance construction of a part of it.

Detailed Daily Curriculum (Chapters09 toi3)
The detailed daily plan must be thoroughly understood and planned for before the training is undertaken so that things

mover smoothly and there is no unnecessary delays. Proper understanding will help make sure that the targets are set in

accordance to the number of trainees on hand, and proper man power management gets done.

Trainee Performance Assessment - (Chapter 14)

Assessment ofthe performance of the trainees also needs some advance planning. Thisinvolvesthe decisions about what

practical work will be allotted to each trainee. The written exam will require making of the test paper. Atest-paper will

have to be prepared to properly record the grades ofeach participant.

Purpose of Different Colors in the Script:
Four colors are used including blue, brown, red and black. Each color has a specific purpose. This purpose is

described below.

• The notes in black is the information and instructions for the trainer such as:

• What is to be done?

• How to communicate more effectively?

• How to prompt the trainees to participate in discussion?

• Planning for the session

• Work allocation to the trainees

• The notes in green are about what is to be done on the mock-ups as a part of the hands-
on training.

• The notes in red are the points with extraordinary importance that should be conveyed to
the trainees.

• The notes in blue are what the trainer is supposed to say.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Training Program Schedules

tm^^m

5-Day Program for New Construction, Restoration &
Retrofitting

Day Sr, Session
NoTvpe & No.

Theory
-

Class Room Details Pract
Urc

Practical Details
nwf»7K I ""»•

1

1 BS-1 1 1) Introduction to disasters of the
past and their impact (Statistics).
2) Disaster-prone areas & expected
damage levels (MHRC-1). 3) Popular
building systems (MHRC-2).

2 BS-2 3 1) How the forces are caused in
disasters. 2) Damage types (MHRC-
3). 3) How buildings get damaged
in disaster. 4) Vulnerabilities in a
building (MHRC- 4). 5) Disaster-
Resistant Load-Bearing
Construction - Basic Rules of

Design & Planning (MHRC- 5).

Lunch

3 NC-1 3 Good Quality Construction (MHRC- 6,
7). 1) Mixing of mortars. 2) Use of
cement. 3) Installation and encasement
of vertical steel in masonry construction.
4) Cutting and bending of bars for RC
elements. 5) Stone masonry foundation.
6) Brick masonry wall. 7) Window
encasement. 8) RC Lintle installation.

4 NC-2 0.5 Recapitulation of day's learning &
grading assessment while the masonry
construction continues.

2

5 NC-3 1 Building's behaviour and Disaster
resisting features (MHRC- 7).
1) Special rules for masonry walls.
2) Disaster Resisting Features.

6 NC-4 3 Disaster Resistant features (MHRC- 7).
1) Installation of Plinth level band rebars.
2) Connection of vertical rebar and band
rebars. 3) Eave level band. 4) Connection
of Eave band and Gable band rebars. 5)
Connection with lintle rebars and Eave

band rebars.

Lunch

7 NC-5 2.5 Disaster Resisting Features (MHRC- 7)
1) Casting of Plinth Band concrete. 2)
Gable Wall construction. 3) Placing
Gable Band reinforcement.

8 NC-6 1 Recap of work of two days. Cover any
points missed from (MHRC- 7).
Discuss the regional variations
(MHRC-8).

* Note: BS = Basics; NC = New Construction; RR = Restoration &Retrofitting; EV = Evaluation; RC = Reinf. Cone.
Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Training Program Schedules

Day Sr. Session Th C|ass Room D n Pract.
No. Type &No. Hfs Hr8> Practical Details

3

9 NC-7
2.5 Disaster Resistant Features (MHRC-

7). 1) Roof to wall connection. 2) Roofing
to under-structure connection. 3) Roof
Diaphragms. 4) Special features for
flood and cyclone (MHRC- 7 &8). Note:
Only 1 & 2 can be done on mock-up.
Rest will be done on existing building.

10
NC-8

1 Material Quantities for Disaster
Resisting Features (MHRC- 9).

11 mp q 0 5 Do's & Don't's of new construction
(MHRC-10).

Lunch

12 RR-1 1 Restoration (MHRC-11). 1) What and
why? 2) Damage categorization. 3)
Damage Restoration Procedures.

13 RR-2 2.5
Restoration (MHRC-11). 1) crack
sealing, grouting, crack stitching,
restoration of damaged walls etc.

1
RR-3

1

Building's behaviour and
Retrofitting Measures (MHRC-12).
1) What is Retrofitting & Advantages.
2) Introduction of a few retrofitting
measures.

15 RR-4 3
Installation of Retrofitting Features

(MHRC-12). 1) Cast in-situ Bond
Elements. 2) Seismic Belt with Tie Rod.
3) Vertical Reinforcement including
connection with RC slab roof. 4)
Opening Encasement.

Lunch

16 RR-5 3

Completion of work started in previous
session. Installation of Retrofitting
Features (MHRC-12) cont.
1) Diaphragm bracings and struts. 2)
Collar Beams. 3) Knee Braces. 4)
Column Jacketing.

17 RR-6 0.5 Recap of Retrofitting Training

5 18 RR-7 1 Completion of retrofitting work

19 RR-8 q c Material quantities for Restoration
and Retrofitting features (MHRC-13).

20 RR-9 0 5 1) Do's - Restoration and
Retrofitting (MHRC-14). 2) Tools
& Equipment (MHRC-15).

21 RC-1 2 Basics of Good Quality RC
Construction (MHRC-16).

Lunch

22 EV-1 1
Evaluation of participants through
written and/or oral test.

23 EV-2

Evaluation of participants through
2 hands-on work - Participants to carryout

the tasks given to them and/or explain in
detail the samples made earlier.

24 EV-3 0.5 Grading and certificate distribution

Total Hours 16.5 21
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Training Program Schedules

3 Day Program for New Construction

Day Sr. Session [Th
No.Jype&Noj Hrs. Class Room Details Pract.

Hrs.
Practical Details

1

1

BS-1 1
1) Introduction to disasters of the
past and their impact (Statistics).
2) Disaster-prone areas & expected
damage levels (MHRC-1). 3) Popular
building systems (MHRC-2).

2 BS-2 3 1) How the forces are caused in
disasters. 2) Damage types (MHRC-
3), 3) How buildings get damaged in
disaster. 4) Vulnerabilities in a
building (MHRC- 4). 5) Disaster-
Resistant Load-Bearing
Construction - Basic Rules of
Design & Planning (MHRC- 5).

Lunch

3 NC-1 3.5 Good Quality Construction (MHRC- 6,
7). 1) Mixing of mortars. 2) Use of
cement. 3) Installation and encasement
'ofvertical steel in masonry construction.
4) Cutting and bending of bars for RC
elements. 5) Stone masonry foundation.
6) Brick masonry wall. 7) Window
encasement. 8) RC Lintle installation.

4 NC-2 0.5 Recapitulation of day's learning &
grading assessment while the
masonry construction continues.

2
5 NC-3 1.0

Building's behaviour and Disaster
resistant features (MHRC- 7).
1) Special rules for masonry walls.
2) Disaster Resistant Features.

6 NC-4 3.0 Disaster Resistant features (MHRC- 7)
1) Installation of Plinth band rebars. 2)
Connection of vertical rebar and band
rebars. 3) Eave level band. 4)
Connection of Eave band and Gable
band rebars. 5) Connection with lintle
rebars and Eave band rebars.

Lunch

7 NC-5 3.0 Disaster Resisting Features (MHRC- 7)
1) Casting of Plinth Band concrete. 2)
Gable Wall construction. 3) Placing
Gable Band reinforcement.

8 NC-6 1.0 Recap of work of two days. Cover any
points missed from (MHRC-7).
Discuss the regional variations
(MHRC- 8).

3

9 NC-7 3.0

Disaster Resistant Features (MHRC-7)
1) Roof to wall connection. 2) Roofing to
under-structure connection. 3) Roof
Diaphragms. 4) Special features for flood
and cyclone (MHRC- 7 &8). Note: Only 1
& 2 can be done on mock-up. Rest will
be done on existina buildina.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Training Program Schedules

1 1 •"

Day »r- pe**'«" Theory
1No.fType 8. No. Hrs Class Room Details

Pract.

Hrs.

Practical Details

10 NC-8 0.5 Material Quantities for Disaster
Resisting Features (MHRC- 9).

11 NC-9 0.5 Do's & Don't's of new construction

(MHRC- 10).

Lunch

12 EV-1 1.0 Evaluation of participants through
written and/or oral test.

13 EV-2 2.0

Evaluation of participants
through hands-on work -
Participants to carry out the tasks
given to them and/or explain in
detail the samples, done earlier

14 EV-3 0.5 Grading and certificate distribution

Total Hours , 8.5 15.0

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Training Program Schedules

3-Day Program for Restoration & Retrofitting

Day Sr Session

No. Type &No. y Class Room Details
Hrs.

Pract.

Hrs.
Practical Details

1

1 BS-1 1.0 1) Introduction to disasters of the
past and their impact (Statistics).
2) Disaster-prone areas & expected
damage levels (MHRC-1). 3) Popular
building systems (MHRC-2).

2 BS-2 3.0 1) How the forces are caused in
disasters. 2) Damage types (MHRC-
3), 3) How buildings get damaged in
disaster. 4) Vulnerabilities in a
building (MHRC-4).

The damage/vulnerability can be
explained on actual buildings nearby.

Lunch

3 RR-1 1.0 Restoration (MHRC-11). 1)Whatand
why? 2) Damage categorization. 3)
Damage Restoration Procedures.

2

4 RR-2 3.0 Restoration (MHRC-11). 1) crack
sealing, grouting, crack stitching,
restoration of damaged walls etc.

5

6

RR-3 1.0 Building's behaviour and
Retrofitting Measures (MHRC-12).
1) What is retrofitting and its
advantages. 2) Introduction of a few
retrofitting measures.

RR-4 3.0 Installation of Retrofitting Features
(MHRC-12). 1) Cast in-situ Bond
Elements. 2) Seismic Belt with Tie Rod.
3) Vertical Reinforcement including
connection with RC slab roof. 4)
Opening Encasement.

Lunch

7 RR-5 3.0 Continue and finish retrofitting
features. 1) Concreting of seismic belt.
2) Concreting vertical reinforcement. 3)
More bond elements.

8 RR-6 1.0
Recap of two day's work; Cover any
points missed from (MHRC-11 & 12).
Material quantities for Restoration
and Retrofitting features (MHRC-13).

3
9 RR-7 1 q 1) Do's - Restoration and

Retrofitting (MHRC-14). 2) Tools &
Equipment (MHRC-15).

* Note: BS = Basics; NC = New Construction; RR = Restoration &Retrofitting; EV = Evaluation; RC = Reinf. Cone.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Advance Preparation for Training

• Ideally, the house in which the new construction and retrofitting features would be demonstrated should be
the same. If not, they should be in a very close vicinity of each other to keep the training logistics simpler.

• Agovernment buildingworksas an excellentdemonstration piece and can inspire confidence. But this would
require advance permission from the concerned department.

Confidence building:
• House owners must be reassured to win their confidence for obtaining permission to work on their houses.
• People will allow any kind ofwork on their house andbe willing to invest their own funds only ifa few days of

effectivegroundwork isdone. Hence, prior awareness campaign iscrucial.
• In the absence of this groundwork one may not get the right kind of structure to work on.
• If people donotunderstand what you aregoing todo then they tend tooffer houses which are badly damaged,

or dilapidated and abandoned.
• It is extremely important to create a clear picture about what is retrofitting and what kind of houses are

neededto workon for training. Although, one can retrofit a badly damaged house after it isrepaired, it may
include partial reconstruction. But thiswouldbea timeconsuming and moreexpensive process, which may
be difficult to be fitted in the training program. Hence, a house to be taken in the program must be only
lightly damaged or not damaged at all. This would also convey that every house in the area needs to be
retrofitted, whetherdamaged or not.Adamaged structure isdesired only forfield training on "Restoration".

• Ifa houseowner iseven little shaky, do not pursuehim/her,sincethose interested inparticipating will never
say no in the first place.

• Work on a house should not be taken up in the absence of adequate confidence buildingof the house owner.
This is to prevent problems duringor after the training.

• Thehouseowner can be a spokesperson as desired bythe program only ifa) the righttype of houseowner is
chosen, b) that person isproperly informed before the work is initiated, and c) adequate interaction takes
place with him/her during the training program.

• Ifit isa publicbuilding, thenensure that thereare no local political interferences duringthe training.

1 [-'''J* 1

.*J
Other criteria:

• If a house of a lowercast person or of a poor person is selected, then it is unlikely to be visited by the upper
cast individuals. This could destroy the demonstration value of the work that would be done during training.
It is also likely that the rich may treat the retrofitting option as a poor person's choice. Take care to overcome
this taboo, or select appropriate house.

• If a house of a higher cast person isselected, he may not allow the masons to entersome parts of the house.
So this must be made clear right at the start with the house owner or else the training simply stops.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Advance Preparation for Training

c. Selection of masons:

Theground workmust also involveeffectivecommunication with the masons in the formof creating an awareness, and

confidence building, and creating a felt-need for training. Ifthe ground work is not done thoroughly, then ultimately

. only a few masons may turn up. Given below are the suggestions:

i The local masons can be of little help in reaching other masons. Forthis, the ground work has to be done by the

team,

ii Masons of different skills joining the training ispreferred. The selection should ideally be such that at least a few

masons can do the cement work well, a few can do the roof timber work well, a few can work on stone and a few

can work on brick walling. Wrong selection of masons can lead to incomplete training, eg. the entire group with

the experience only inone skill such as tile laying,or plastering,or bar bending or masonrywould create hurdles
in hands-on training,

iii If the trainee group does not have even a couple of experienced masons, then during the practical training the

quantum of hands-on work that can be finished and the quality of work that is produced will be adversely

affected. Butthe senior masons need much convincing before they agree to join the training. On the other hand,
one such senior mason could be part of the trainer's team. But it could be difficult to take him for a long period at

a stretch away from his own place of work.

iv Do not undertake too much of construction work. In such a case, covering all the items with a plan of

completing the work may put too much load on the masons. This may result in lesser time for communication

and interaction, which isan integral part of training.

v Masons are not likely to bring their tools/ equipment unless specifically told to. In part, this is because of their

earlier experience of training programs, which perhaps involved simply sitting through workshops listeningto

, lecturesand not doing any hands-on work. Hence, an explicit communication in this regardis desirable,

vi Get names of good masons from the village, and convince them to join.

viii Masons must be instructed beforehand that:

1. what tools they should bring,

2 They should come on time,

3. They will be doing work with their hands,

4. A predetermined and uniform wage would be paid,

5. They would be paid at the end of the training,

6. The cost of equipment lost in training would be recovered from all masons,

7. Theywill receive a certificate, manual etc. (as decided) after successful completion of training .

8. A minimum 8 masons must be present at the start of training at 9.30 a.m. for the training to take place,

ix Pre-register the mason with Rs.15 advance deposit to ensure that they would attend training as
promised. The deposit will be fully refunded when they attend the full training,

x Assign tasks to the masons that match their skills so that the practical training moves smoothly and with

trainee's interest good quality work is produced.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Advance Preparation for Training

d. Advance Preparation for Retrofitting Sessions for Walls
• For hands-on training it is necessary that one or more buildings with different types of locally popular

building systems are selected and made available to work on.

• It also would require getting permission from the house owners of these buildings so that the trainees can
enter these houses for retrofitting training.

• Since the available training time is limited it will be best if some preparatory work is done in advance on the
selected building. This will involve ...

(i) Removal of plaster from the length of the horizontal belt and the vertical bar that is expected to be
installed in training,

(ii) Raking of joints from half of it,

(iii) In case of UCR wall making of a few holes for the Bond Elements,

(iv) In case of UCR wall making of a few holes for the shear connectors for the Belt,

(v) Making of a few holes for shear connectors for the vertical rod,

(vi) Exposing of slab reinforcement for connection with the vertical rod, and

(vii) Installation of a few shear connectors for vertical reinforcement and Belt.

• This will permit the participants to work adequately on most of the items.

• All this could be done preferably before the actual training begins or during the early stages of training in 5-
day training program by hired help.

• The rooms that the trainees will be working on should also be cleared in advance and kept ready.

e. Advance Preparation for Retrofitting Sessions for Floor & Roofs
The preparation mentioned in the previous retrofitting session applies to this session as well. This part of training

will require a carpenter skilled in building roofs with all the necessary tools. In many areas, especially the

mountainous north, often the same artisans have skillsof masonry as well as carpentry.

• In case Knee-Braces are to be applied, they must be designed and fabricated in advance for keeping

them ready at the time of training. Field conditions should be checked to determine the size of the

braces.

• If timber floor is to be anchored, then Brackets made of MS angle will have to be fabricated in

advance. Field conditions should be checked to determine the size of the brackets.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction



Making of Working Models

1. Working Model of House

This model is used to

demonstrate the behavior

of a building in earthquake
and cyclone. Hence, the
basic instructions for

model making are as
follows:

A. Walls

• Usea material forwalIs that isstiff but isflexible enough to permit slight bending.
• Ensure very strong wall-to-wall joint usingsuitableadhesiveand screws so that pushingand pulling ofwalls do

not break the joint.

• Securely fixthe four sided box made from this material to a wooden base.
• Finishthe walls showing doors and windows that do not violate the basic rules of disaster-resistant construction

pertaining to total width, and spacing between them and distance from the wall corners.

Walls to be

flexible so that

they can deform
under the forces

perpendicular to
their respective
surface.

Wall-to-wall

connections to be

strong to withstand
bending of wal Is for
demonstration.

B. Eave level Band

• Use timber strips to make a four-sided frame for band with the proportions to match that of the band.
• The connections between all four sides of the frame must be strong to withstand pulling and bending.
• The frame should have holes to accommodate permanently installed pins in the top surface of the walls, one

or two in each wall, fitting in them in order to securely attach the frame to the walls.
• With the frame sitting on topofthewall put a mark at any point on theframe/band and also at a point

adjacent to iton the wall so that the matching ofthe holes and pins requires no "trial and error" approach.
• Paint the wooden frame with appropriate color to look like a band.

Wooden frame to be

placed at the eave level,
which can represent a
typical band.

This band to have stiffness

much higher than that of
the walls.

This band to have strong
corner connections.

The band to be securely
attached at the top of the
walls through permanently
installed pins.
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Making of Working Models

C.Slab

• The proportions of the plate must match that of a slab.

• The plate should have holes to accommodate permanently
installed pins in the top surface of the walls, one or two in each wall,
fitting in them in order to securely attach it to the walls.

• Justas the band was marked, also mark the slab adjacent to the mark
on the wall to ensure trouble-free installation of the plate/slab.

• Paint the wooden frame with appropriate color to look like RCslab.

• A flat plate of timber or any other stiffmaterial that represents a RC
slab roof that can be securely attached at the top of the walls (in
place of timber band) through permanently installed pins.

D. Gable Walls

• These are to be made of the same material as that of the wallsand painted appropriately.
• The gable walls should be attached to the Eave band with pivot arrangement such that the gable wall can

swivel back and forth. Since gable walls are installed on the frame that is not permanently fixed on the top of
the walls, the whole assembly can be removed when the wall deformations are being demonstrated, or when
the flat RC slab is being demonstrated.

%
k

IHHMHHHi 1

Gable walls that can swivel back and forth about the base.

^r

1
Pivot arrangement may be made at
the corners of wooden frame/band.

E. Pitched -Roof Assembly
Pitched roofassembly to be of rectangular shape that can (a)be attached to the gable walls and/or Eave level walls when
required, (b) deform into parallelogram shape under the effect of in-plane diagonal tension, and (c) resist the in-plane
deformation once the diagonal ties are installed.

The assembly isto be made of round/square sticksof appropriate diameter/size. Pinsprojectingup fromthe wallsare to be
used to anchor the assembly.

Roof

understructure

arrangement with
ridge beam,
rafters, struts and
diagonal ties

Roof

understructure

arrangement with
purlins and struts
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Making of Working Models

The roofassembly to consist of purlins
connected to struts with simple pins
that allow rotation of purlins with
respect to the rafters.

It must be possible to deform (in-
plane) the rectangular assembly to
become a parallelogram in the
absence of diagonal ties.

Install diagonal ties made of thin
wires such that at one of their ends

they can be detached.

Anchor roof assembly to the eave walls and the ridge beam, or to the gable
walls using permanent pinssuch that the framecan be easilydetached.

When assembly isinstalledon the ridge beam and eave wall withdiagonal ties
removed it must be possible to rock the gable walls back &forth accompanied
by the in-plane deformation inthe assembly.

Special instructions for making working model to meet the above requirements.
• Consult a model maker who is well-versed in various materials.

• Use 1:10 scale for the model to make a model that is not too large to carry around and at the
same is not too small for effective communication.

F. Miscellaneous Items

An "L" shaped
3mm stiff wire of

appropriate length
to represent the
vertical rod to be

installed in a

corner of the

working model for
retrofitting.

A "C"shaped 3mm
stiff wire of

appropriate length
to represent the tie
rod to be installed

from one wall to

the opposite wall
in the working
model.

A 25mm wide belt of

appropriate length and color to
represent a seismic belt made
from fabric with Velcro at its end

to be installed on the working
model at eave level on all walls.
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Making of Working Models

2. Model Demonstrating Wall-to-Wall Joint
Two pairs of walls that are detachable from each other to effective way to explain the good and bad wall-to-wal
joint.

ECS
A) Wall-to-wall connection using toothing. B) Wall-to-wall connection done with walls built in

stepped manner.

3. Paper Simulating Racking Shear Action
Use A4 size paper of commonly used thickness for the following demonstration.

I. Hold the paper by two
diagonally opposite
corners and pull it in
diagonal direction.
Corners may tear off if
pulled hard. To prevent
the corners from tearing
offfollow Step II.

II. Make a very light
diagonal cut mark 75mm
long. Now it could be
pulled from the
diagonally opposite
corners to demonstrate

how a diagonal crack
occurs.

III. Make a 100X75mm

opening in the center of
the paper.

IV. In another paper
apply colored adhesive
tape along all four sides
of the 100mmX75mm

opening in the center,
and going 25mm beyond
the corners of the

opening.

4. Twig with Clay Lump To Demonstrate Inertia Force
This model shows how the inertia force on a twig created by shaking its base depends upon the quantity of mass
attached at its top end, and by increasing this mass the inertia force increases such that ultimately it breaks the twig.

I

Take a flexible twig
approx. 350mm (14")
long from a broom that
can break easily when
excessively bent.

Make balls of clay 10
to 20mm in diameter,

and insert a twig in to
each one of them

when they moist and
soft.
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Make sure that the

clay ball is not too
heavy to simply break
the twig when the
twig is held up from
the far end.

It should be possible
to hold the twig almost
vertical and shake it so

that the ball oscillates

back and forth.



6 Equipment, Training Tools, &Manpower

A. Lecture-Theory Classes:
• Desirable Location

(i) A classroom, or

(ii) A semi-covered space (in fair weather).
Facility: A rug for trainees to sit on, a table and a chair.

• Manpower
(i) ASeniorTrainer(Engineer) with construction experience of5-6 years.
(ii) A Junior Trainer (Engineer) with field experience of 1 to 2 years to

operate various equipments, to carry out the administrative chores
and to assistthe senior trainer ingeneral.

• Training Tools
(i) A working model of a building with other relevant paraphernalia to

explain behaviorsof the building and disaster resistingfeatures,
(ii) Samples of special materials like WWM, Gl wires, Chicken wire

mesh, Bolts, Nails, Washers, "U" &" I" Bolts of different sizes etc.
(iii) Charts/Posters,

(iv) Blackboard,

(v) Power supply - 500VA generator with fuel or an Inverter, extension
cord

(vi) TV,DVD/VCDplayer.

• Handouts: Manual, Booklets, Pamphlets

B. Hands-on-Training
• Desirable Location:

1) New Construction :

(i) A full scale building site such as a house or a small room, OR
(ii) A mock-up, coupled with installation of earthquake resisting features

for pitchedroofand timberfloorinan existing building.
2) Restoration and Retrofitting: Existing buildings.
• Manpower:
(i) A Senior trainer (Engineer)
(ii) AJuniortrainer

(iii) A Master mason

(iv) 2 Labourers formiscellaneous support to save time oftechnical staff.

C. Equipment and Miscellaneous Items Neededfor Hands-On-Training
(1) For New Construction Training : The arrangement for the equipment to be made by the organizers

except where mentioned otherwise.

•

Masonry tools :To bebrought bythe trainees
Basic Masonrytools includingthe following

Trowel

Different sizeswood and metal plasteringtools
l00mmX25mm (4"x1") Wood or Aluminum

batten minimum 1.8m (6')long
Right angle
Tube Level

Plumb bob

Measuring tape

Basic stone masonry tools for UCR workonly

Bar-bending tools: Some of these could be
brought by trainees

• Binding wire tightening tool.
• Bar bending set up. ( steel set up preferred ).
• Bar bending tools or a 600mm (2') long 25mm

(1") dia. pipe
• 5 kg. sledge hammer
• Different size chisels for cutting steel rods - 2 no.
• Tongs to hold chisel
• Wire cutter

• Adjustable pliers
Cotton string for marking
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Equipment, Training Tools, & Manpower

(1) For New Construction Training (cont.)

Miscellaneous

• Sieve for coarse sand

• Shovel

• 4 Pans

• Crowbar & Pickaxe for making holes in
ground

• Scaffolding extending minimum 3m (10')
along one wall and 5m (15') along another

• Ladder 2.4m ( 8')
• Coir String

• Water buckets, drums etc.

Carpentry : To be brought by the trainees
• Basic carpentry tools including hand operated

auger type drill for large and deep holes, wood-
saw, wood hammer with nail-puller end, wood
chisel, measure tape

• Hand drill

• Heavy hammer
• Pliers

• Right angle
• Level pipe

• Plumb bob

• Screw drivers

(2) For Restoration Training: These are in addition tothe items shown under "New Construction Training"

Electric drill withadequately longextension cord, onlyifelectricpower isavailable
30mm (IVV) diameter Gl pipe with slitend to make holes in brickwalls
Grouting Hand Pump made of PVC Pipe
Funnel bottom Grout Canister with 25mm (1") diameter hose

Measuring jar for measuring liquid additives
Mixing containers, mugs etc. for preparing grout
Ladders (2 to 3 numbers, high enough to reach the upper story lintel level band)
Plastering tools
Hammer

Chisels for chippingmasonry and plaster removal

In case ofaseverely damaged building the restoration involves dismantling and reconstruction of the severely damaged
parts of the building. In that situation the items mentioned under "New Construction Training, Miscellaneous" too will
be required at the site.

(3) For Retrofitting Training: These are in addition to the items shown under "New Construction Training"

• Electric powered Drill and Grinder with adequately long extension cords only if electric power is available.
• Wire brush to clean the wall surface

• Ladders (2 to 3 numbers, high enough to reach the upper story lintel level band)
• Pliers with wire cutter

• Sheet metal for form-work for corner vertical reinforcement concreting

• Wood batten 75mm (3") wide and 35mm (1 Va") thick for forming the lower edge of the Seismic belt
plaster minimum 1.8m (6') long. (Building Artisans should bring this along)

• Short 900mm (3') max. crow bars (12mm dia. max.) with one end bent 75mm (3") longwith flattened tip,
and other end pointed

• Chalk/Marker/Charcoal

• Torch

• Spanners for tie rods
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7 Training Procedure and Sessions' Outline

This Guide provides the basic information necessary to impart the training of building artisan for skill up-gradation that is
necessary for the disaster-resistant construction. It is, however, presumed that the trainer would be a qualified civil
engineer. Hence, the trainer is supposed to have the basic knowledge of load bearing masonry construction. Secondly,
as mentioned earlier, the training program ought to include all three aspects, namely new construction, restoration and
retrofitting. Asa result the time available for training will have to be divided among these three components.

The training essentially involves transfer of technology through transfer of information for knowledge building and
transfer of skills for skill up-gradation and as also for new skills.The "Manual for Hazard ResistantConstruction in India"
contains the information that should be transferred to the trainees, and the "Trainers Manual" suggests how the skill up-
gradation and skill addition is to be done. It is important that the trainer fully familiarizes himself with the former to brush
up his/her own knowledge and understanding. This is necessary in order to achieve one of the objectives that consists of
leading the trainees to correct their wrong ideas and beliefs, and to get rid of the burden of myths. This isachieved through
this training. The following procedure issuggested for undertaking the training program.

Important Aspects for Each Session:

• BS-1: Bring familiarity to the trainees of the possible dangers of disasters from natural phenomena like
earthquake, cyclone and flood, and also of what type of impact they can have on buildings. Inaddition give them
the understanding of the building systems that are most commonly used so that the artisan is able to relate the
systems that he is using with them. This would help the trainees relate their systems with others in disaster-prone
areas and understand how different systems work.

• BS-2: Bring the understanding of different types of damages likelyin a disaster, and their causes. Basedon this
explain the vulnerability in buildings against likely hazards. Also explain: (a) What the disaster resistant
buildings should be like through simple examples, (b) Properly situating the building so as to reduce its
vulnerability, (c) Giving shape and plan to the building that would not unduly impose vulnerability against a
future hazards, (d)Making various components such that they are lessvulnerable.

• NC-1: Impart hands-on skills for the basic rules of good quality construction, including (a) the mortar, (b) the
right ways of using cement and steel, (c) the critical issues about foundation, and (d) the fundamental but most
critical rules of different types of masonry construction. All these would help construct a building with least
vulnerability. The hands-on training should be given on a new construction site or a mock-up site.

• NC-2: It is important to recapitulate all that has been taught in the day to ensure better understanding. It is
desirable that attention ispaid to each candidate to assess the respective understanding of various itemsthrough a
dialogue rather than a lecture.

• NC-3: Impart knowledge of how a building behaves under the forces ofearthquakeand cyclone including the
damage that these forces can cause, and the special features that need to be added in construction to resist these
damages.

• NC-4, 5, 7: Impart hands-on skills for the installation of all the different disaster resisting features. Special
attention mustbe paid to the structuralpeculiarities ofthe region in which the training istakingplace.

• NC-8 : Create understanding ofthe material quantityrequirements ofeach disasterresisting item with emphasis
on the cost once the understanding of the disaster resisting technologies are already imparted. In addition put
extra emphasis on the cautions against commonly committed mistakes in construction.

• NC-9: It is important to conclude the sessions on new construction withthe do's and don'ts to throwsome light
on the commonly committed mistakes so that the masons do not continue to make these mistakes

• RR-1: Impart understanding ofthesystem ofDamage Categorization and Restoration required in eachcategory.

• RR-2: Impart hands-on ski lis for the Restoration Measures fordifferent types ofdamage.

• RR-3: It is important to make sure that the trainees understand theconcept ofRetrofitting. In addition impart the
understanding of the behavior of buildings under the effect of earthquake or cyclone and the Retrofitting
measures needed to reduce the vulnerability inan existingbuilding.

• RR-4, 5 & 7: Impart hands-on skills for the installation of various Retrofitting Measures to be installed in the
existing buildings.
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Training Procedure

• RR-8: Create understanding of the material quantity requirements of each retrofitting feature with emphasis on
the cost once the understanding of the disaster resisting technologies are already imparted, In addition extra
emphasis must be made on the cautions against commonly made mistakes in construction.

Coordination Between Lectures & Hands-on Training:

One important aspect of conducting the training is the coordination between the lecture and the hands-on session. It is
indeed desirable that every topic is first covered in the lecture followed by the hands-on training. But this may not be
possible in some of the session.This is dictated by where and when the hands-on training sessions are conducted. This
will also depend on the topic of the training under consideration. Letus consider all three topics one by one.

A. New Construction

There are two options where this training can be conducted.

a. New Construction of a Full Scale Building of Small Size.
In case of full scale new construction there are two ways this can be handled, (i) Total construction by trainees: In
this case a group of 20 trainees is to construct the building from bottom to top, and their training is done
intermittently during the construction. This means that if the building takes 6 days then all the trainees have to be
constructing itforsixdays. The training on restoration and retrofitting isdone later.This isthe best way to givehands-
on training since the masons get to spend most amount of time on working with their hands on the technologies.
Sincethe completion ofthe building isa must in the given time, the lectures are likely to receive less importance and
time. This costs the most, and requires the maximum number of days from the artisans to be present for training, (ii)
Total Construction By Two Masons: The other possibility is that two masons construct it with the help of laborers
under the guidance of the trainer over approximately 10 to 12 days, and the trainees would spend approximately
three days at the siteat different stages ofconstruction. Duringthese three days they willundergo the trainingthrough
lectures as well as through hands-on work. In both the cases it iseasy to effectively coordinate between the lectures
and practical training. This approach will incur less cost than the first one. In this case in between the stages the
artisanscould receive the training on Restoration and Retrofitting. Thus in this option itwould be possible to provide
the optimum priority to classroom as well as hands-on training.

b. Mock-up Construction
This option coststhe leastand requires least numberofdays from the masons. Most ofthe materials can be recycled
from one training program to the next. Thematerials for the mock-up can becarted from one siteto the next. But this
option has a limitation. Since total available time is rather limited (5 to 6 days max.), in order to cover maximum
number of aspects in hands-on sessions some of the aspectswill have to be taken up in the hands-on session before
theyare taught in theory class.Thetheoryclassesare conducted basedon the content and sequence ofthe topics in
MHRC. This will be especially true for some items which come early in the sequence as one starts from the
foundation and goes up. In such items their purpose(in brief) and their practical aspects would be taught at the time
of the hands-on session, but the theoretical aspects would be covered later at an appropriate time. In addition extra
effort would have to be made so that the trainees are able to connect the "Vulnerabilities" to such features during the
Hands-on Session, and also connect different items coming at different construction stages. In the absence of the
funds required for full scale construction or a parallel program ofconstructing buildings, the mock-ups offer the best
and the most viable alternative.

B. Restoration

This training has to be given on one or more existing buildings having some damage. If such a building is not
avai lable, the onlyalternative left isto makeuseofthe mock-up preparedfor the training ofNewConstruction byfirst
inflicting some damage (by design), andthencarry outRestoration training. In Restoration theproblem ofscheduling
the lectures before the hands-on training does not arise.

C. Retrofitting
This training has to be given on an existing buildingthat has inbuilt vulnerability. In thiscasealsothe lectures do not
haveto be scheduled before the hands-on training.
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8 Mock-up Planning &Execution
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Why Mock-Up?
Trainingof the building artisans has to be hands-on. This requires that construction in some form iscarried out so that all

thetopics ofthe training curriculum are covered.This can bedone ina variety ofways. Thethreepossible ways ofdoing
this are, through:

• Construction of a full scale permanent building with a long termend-use that conforms to all the requirementsof
training. Such a building can have just one or two rooms. It would follow all the rules of good practices of
disaster-resistant construction.

• Construction of a very small permanent building with a long term end-use such as a toilet or a storeroom or

guard's cabin in which many of the training requirements can be met, coupled with the construction of mock-
ups to take care of the remaining requirements.

• Constructionofonly the mock-ups that can be dismantled at the end ofthe training.

In each ofthese cases, it will be necessary to design the structure so that the training requirements are met. The budget
available to do thiswill have to be taken intoconsideration in determining the size as well as the specifications of the
building. In case of a mock-up, the considerations that need to be taken care of will go beyond the budget and the
trainingneeds. Other factorssuch as the number oftrainees, their skill levels and their possible output willdetermine the
size of the mock-ups. If the group is smaller, then the length of the mock-up walls ( shown in the next page) can be
reduced.

The mock-ups will be used primarily for the training on walls. Thetraining requirements of roofwill be bestmetwith the
roofs ofone or moreexisting buildings. In case of the second optionconsisting of a very small permanent structure, it is
likely that some ofthe features for the walls may havetobe met with a mock-up, where assome ofthe roof features may
be carriedout inan existingbuilding roof.

Mock-up Preparation:

A. Important considerations:

• This is to be planned in such a manner that in a given duration, maximum number of important items/topics
are covered.

• The height of masonry wall for various stages of training will be kept at minimum as dictated by the practical
considerations.

• All masonry could be done in mud mortar, while concrete would be used only where required for the
special disaster resisting features. All of itcan be dismantled immediately after the training iscompleted
before it becomes too hard.

• On account of a major time constraint in training, some of the topics may have to be included (partly) in the
practical training before being covered in the lecture. This sequencing is unavoidable since (a) some items
go together and separating them would result in loss of time, and (b) some items can be taken up only after
the concrete hardens in the items completed. In such cases during the hands-on session the practical aspects
of "how to" would be covered. The theoretical aspects of"why" for such items would be explained later in
the lecture, and practical aspects too would be covered in more detail when theappropriate stage is
reached.

• Most of the items would be included in the main mock-up. Some of the items would have to be covered
separately on an existing building.
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Mock-up Planning & Execution

Pre-training - Bring Mock-up to this level before training.
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Excavate 2 sets of C shaped

foundation for UCR masonry 150mm

(6") deep along walls A, B, and C.

Mark out locations for vertical bars.
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Note: With a batch of approximately 20 trainees, full extent as shown in the sketch above must be constructed to
ensure adequate hand-on practice for each trainee. But if the number is substantially smaller, then "L" shaped wall
may be constructed. At a time half of the trainees shall work on Mock-up "A" and the rest shall work on Mock-up
"B". and at some point they shall switch their places from Mock-up "A" to Mock-up "B".

Mock-up" A"

Purpose: This construction will be used for
hands-on training for the following:

1. Vertical reinforcement installation in the

foundation

2. UCR masonry
3. Encasement of vertical reinforcement with

concrete in stone masonry
4. Placement of plinth band reinforcement

Mock-up "B"

Purpose: This construction will be used for
hands-on training for the following:

1. Brick masonry with vertical reinforcement
embedded in it

2. Opening encasement
3. RC lintel installation

4. Installation ofeave band

5. Connection of lintel to eave band

6. Connection of eave band to gable band
7. Roof anchor devices

On the day of training the following two mock-up constructions should be ready.

Excavated trench for UCR masonry 150mm (6") deep
with two vertical bars where shown fully embedded in
concrete at the bottom and laterally supported with
some props.

Note: All session numbers on the following pages pertain to the 5-Day and 3-Day training programs.
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Mock-up Planning & Execution

Session NC-1 - Bring Mock-up to the level shown below during this session.

Mock-up" A" Mock-up"B"

Insert PVC pipes on all vertical bars and construct
UCR masonry along walls A, B, and C, doing it in
stepped manner at both ends up to 450mm (18")
height from ground. Encase vertical rods in concrete
with proper ramming.

Get the reinforcement for the plinth level band, cut and
bent for walls A, B, and C.

Session NC-4 - Bring Mock-up to the level
Mock-up "A"

Install Plinth Band reinforcement on all three walls at

plinth level
Tie all vertical bars to plinth band reinforcement
with L-shaped reinforcing bars
Place concrete to encase the portion of vertical bars
that iswithin the masonry.

• Consider the top of constructed wall as the Sill level
Iess75mm(3"). Let all the trainees know that this is a

mock-up, so it is not necessary to build full height
walls.

• At this level install the Sill level "U" shaped rod in
concrete to show the bottom of window encasement.

• Build masonry wall 230mm (9")of bricks or 200mm
(8") of concrete blocks up to 300mm (12") height
along all the walls encasing all four vertical bars.

• Place a wooden plank as centering for lintel over the
window. Install pre-cut bars with their protruding
ends bent as necessary to connect with the
reinforcement of the eave level band.

• Bringmasonry to 600mm (24") height which is to be
considered as the eave level.

shown below during this session.

Mock-up "B"

Install Eave Band reinforcement on all walls and
dowel bars for the connection to Gable Band.

On wall B connect the extended lintle bars to the
band reinforcement.

Cast concrete in wall B portion only.
Place high priority on completing band concreting
first so that it begins to harden when Session NC-5
begins for gable wall construction.
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Mock-up Planning & Execution

Session NC-5 - Bring Mock-up to the level shown below during this session.

Mock-up "A"

• On all walls, finish concreting of Plinth Band if time
permits.

• Construct Concrete Block masonry on top of Plinth
Band with vertical bars embedded in it at two

corners.

Mock-up "B"

• On wall Bconstruct gable wall.
• Prepare reinforcement for Gable Band.
• Install gable reinforcement connected to the dowels

extending out from Eave Band.

Session NC-7 - Bring Mock-up to the level shown below during this session.

Mock-up "B"

• On walls A & C where Eave Band reinforcement

is leftexposed instalIvarious types ofanchors for

roofing and flooring.
• Install anchor bolts in the Gable Band

reinforcement.

1
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Session BS-1

Detailed Curriculum Day 1

Duration 1:00 hr Lecture

Topics to be covered

1. Past Disasters & Their Impact

Getting to know about the extent of destruction from the past disasters is the first step towards learning the way
to prevent such destruction.

Earthquakes

Location Year Magnitude
(Reichter

Scale)

Villages
Affected

Cities

Affected

Houses

severely
damaged

Houses

damaged
No. of

deaths

Latur 1993 6.4 1,200 0 35,000 2,00,000 8,000

Jabalpur 1997 6.1 45 1 5,600 57,000 45

Chomoli 1999 6.8 4,175 0 19,300 86,000 135

Kutchch 2001 7.7 8,000 6 2,30,000 8,50,000 14,000

Kashmir 2005 7.8 100 i 23,799 169,744 978

Cyclones

Location Date Deaths Houses damaged
Andhra May. 1990 976 14,39,659

Andhra Nov. 1994 172 79,220

Andhra Nov. 1996 1,077 6,09,628

Orissa Oct. 1998 10,000 1,82,853

Gujarat-Kandla June. 1998 1,308 15,000

Floods

Location Date Deaths Houses damaged
Gujarat June 2005 202 1,62,000

Bihar Dec. 2007 419 3,94,900

2. Main Lessons of the past disasters

Tip: Ask participants about what could be the causes for the structures getting damaged in disaster. This will help the
trainer to understand the perceptions of the trainees in this regard, or the myths that they may be believing in, and
spreading to the community.

Forany disaster,
a. It is not the materials of construction that are responsible, but the method of their use which is

responsible for damage and destruction.
In other words...

i. It is not important ifwal Isare made of brick or stone or mud.
ii. It is not important if roof is made of RCC or Tiles or Timber.

b. It is the adherence to the basic rules of construction and quality that matters. Lesser the number of
mistakes, safer is the building.

c. It is theuse of Disaster Resisting Features that matters. Iftheyare used, safer is thebuilding.
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Detailed Curriculum Day 1

3. Introduction to Disaster - Prone Areas (MHRC-1)
All those involved in building construction , must know, the types of disasters that can occur and their intensity.

Refer to MHRC-1 for all the information, guidance and instructions

A. What does each map tell?

Seismic Hazard Map: Zones II to V
-Higher the Zone Number, more
severe is the earthquakes that can
be expected, and hence, greater is
the damage that can be expected.

Wind Speed Map: Zones I to V
Higher the Zone Number faster is
the wind speed that can be
expected, and hence, greater is the
damage that can be expected.

Flood Hazard Map: Areas
major floods can be expected.

B. What type of damage can be expected in the event of a disaster in any area? Different types of
buildings would be damaged to different extent as indicated in MHRC-1. Refer to MHRC-1.

4. Popular Building Systems
What are the local building systems in the area where training is being conducted? Identify them and see how they
relate to the systems given in MHRC-2 before starting the training program in order to decide the features that will
have to be added for disaster safety.

Tip: Ask participants if and how much they know about the different building systems, and the systems on which
they have worked... .

1. Load bearing masonry system: Explain how this system works. Alsoexplain different systems given in MHRC-2.
Most commonly used walling materials : Stone, Bricks and Concrete blocks

Most commonly used Roofing :
• Pitched roof with clay tiles, C.G.I./A.C. Sheets

• Flat roof: (i) RCC slab, (ii) Mud roofing placed on timber deck supported on columns or on masonry walls

2. Reinforced Concrete Frame system: Explain how this system works.
• Mostly designed by engineers. But some buildings are built by masons/contractors using their practical

experience without the guidance from an engineer.

Session BS-2 Duration 3:00 hr

Topics to be covered

5. How the forces are caused in disasters?

A. Force caused by Earthquake

Tip: It is important to understand the behavior of the
structures in an earthquake to be able to see the direct
cause-and-effect relationship between the damage and
the method of construction, and its quality, and also
the special features that may be required in the
construction to make the building disaster resistant.
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a. What is the relationship between earthquake forces and the weight (mass) of the building?

Earthquake force at any point in a building depends on the weight (mass)
at that point. Greater the weight (mass), greater is the force.

To explain this, demonstrate the following experiment.

i. Take a twig from a broom
and hold it vertical between

fingers; move the hand back
and forth, and the stick too

will sway back and forth a
little.

* iv. In the same manner, a roof

that is resting on wall, exerts
horizontal force on that wall

at the point of support during
an earthquake. If the roof is
heavier, then correspondingly
the force on wall is greater.

ii. Put a small ball of clay on top of
the twig, and again move it back and
forth. The top starts to sway back and
forth much more because the weight
at the top generates earthquake-like
forces on the twig.

v. Similarly a ridge beam resting on top
of the gable wall exerts horizontal
force on gable wall exactly where it is
resting. Ifthe roofing is lighter then the
force on gable wall is smaller. If the
roof is heavier, then correspondingly
the force on gable wall isgreater.

iii. Now increase the weight at the end
and move it back and forth; the twig
shakes even more, and finally breaks.
Thus with a bigger mass, the force is
greater, which breaks the twig.

EJ
vi. Wall itself also has mass, and
hence, it also results in a seismic
force. If one wall is attached to

another wall, during the earthquake
that wall shakes and as a result

exerts horizontal force on the wall

that it is connected to.

b. What are Out of Plane' and 'In-Plane'Forces?

Take a thick hard cover book that can stand up on its own on its edge. Put it on a board .

ii. Move the board back and forth

in direction parallel to the length of
the book to cause 'in-plane' forces.
The book remains standing.

iii. Now move the board back and

forth in direction perpendicular to
the length of the book causing "out
of plane' forces on the book.

v. Now consider a wall of a

building, and see how
earthquake forces act on it.

iv. The book begins to
shake back and forth and

soon it falls on its side.

vi. In an earthquake if the ground moves back and
forth in the direction of the length of the wall
causing 'in-plane' forces, then the wall remains
standing without shaking.

vii. But if the ground moves back and forth in the
direction perpendicular to length of the wall
causing 'out of plane' forces, then the wall shakes
back and forth, and may eventually collapse.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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B. Forces Caused by Wind
a To understand this take a thin flexible cardboard strip only 75mm ( 3") long.

b. hold it vertically and
, blow air at it as hard as

you can. The strip will
bend under pressure.

c. Now take a strip of
equal width but 200mm

8") long and blow air at
it real hard. The strip will
bend much more.

/

d. As is evident from this

example, the force of
wind on the wall is not

dependent upon its mass
but upon the width and
the height of the wall.

I
e. The higher speed
wind exerts greater
pressure on the walls.

6. Damage: Types and its Causes : Earthquakes, Cyclones and Floods.

Tip: With the understanding given so far of how the earthquake and cyclone forces act on a building, it will be best to
explore if the trainees can foresee the type ofdamage that the earthquake or cyclone can cause.

• Ask them ifthey can perceive what forces will act on the walls of the building you are sitting in and what would
happen to them?

• Basedon their answers, explain in precise terms how the building gets damaged.

A. How is damage caused by Earthquake forces?.

The information provided in MHRC-3 can be effectively communicated to the trainees through the use of various
models and examples as described below.

a. To understand this look at this Working Model of a house.

b. Assume that all the walls

support the roof. Under sideway
seismic force the Walls A and B

will not slide at their base

because of friction and bond

with foundation.

c. Ifthe earthquake movement is in
the direction shown in the

photograph (yellow arrows), then
the Wall A will bend back and forth

due to forces from the roof resting
on it and under the effect of forces

due to its own mass. But Wall B will

not move much.

d. As a result where both

walls meet, Wall A will pull
Wall B in the direction of the

earthquake movement (red
arrows). This results in to

tension on the corner joint.
So if the corner is weak then

the corner crack develops.

e. Ifthe corners are strong, then the Wall A is held at corners and under the effect
of earthquake forces (red arrow) it bends at mid length ,is visible in the
photograph. What will happen if a wall bends much? When the wall bends,
tension develops on one face of wall. Masonry wall, as a rule, isweak in tension.
So a vertical crack will develop at the point of high bending. Since the back &
forth movement is greater asone moves higheron thewall, thevertical crack
near mid-length begins at the top, extendingdownward, and is always widest at
the top.
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f. What happens in Wall B when the earthquake
movement is in direction parallel to it?
The wall at its base remains fixed in its position. But as one
moves upward, there are horizontal forces that pull the wall
within its own plane. This changes the rectangular shape of
the wall in to parallelogram .

;. To understand this, take tew pieces of A-4 size paper.

h. Hold it vertically. Now pul
the top front end.

i. When the pull is increased,
the paper tears along its
diagonal.

j. Take a paper with a square
hole in it. When pulled it tears
easily from the opening

k. In the same way a
wall under pull also
tears and develops a

diagonal crack.

I. In many cases, the
wall tears and

d iagona I cracks
develop from the
corner of open ings.

m. What happens to the triangular gable walls?

n. In a building with pitched o. Because of side way
roof, there are triangular
gable walls which support the
roof load. During an
earthquake this load exerts a
sideway force on these walls.

force, gable walls having
no lateral support, move
back and forth. As a result

they bend and develop
horizontal crack at

gable base.

There are many types of damages as shown and explained in MHRC-3.
I Ise photographs along with the graphics for better understanding.

B. How is damage caused by Cyclone?

a. As shown in the MHRC-3, a cyclone causes not only pressure on parts of a

building, but italso causes suction on some parts. This results in bending and

pulling istretching)ofdifferentparts ofa building.

b. As a result in a cyclone the walls suffer damages very similar to those in an

Iarthquake.

c. Rooi, on the other hand,, suffers a different type oi damage as is shown in the

MHRC-3 graphk s.

C. How is damage caused by Flood?

Refer to MHRC- 3 for necessary information, guidance and instructions for damage caused by
flood, and heavy and sustained rain.
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7. Vulnerability Identification

Referto MHRC-4for necessary information, guidance and instructions.

Based on the understanding of how buildings get damaged, and which parts suffer the most damage in a typical
building, it is important thatyou start understanding the types of weaknesses thatexist in the buildings that you most
commonly build in your area. Since a variety of vulnerable building systems including those with RC slab roof are
covered in MHRC-4, oneormore ofthese systems would bevery similar tothose used inyour area.
Tip: Ask masons how theywill assess the strengths and weaknesses of their buildings after learning about the damages
and their causes. It will be best ifthe participants are taken to various buildings in the area and are helped in identifying
weaknesses in them.

8. Disaster Resistant Building Design: Basic Rules of Design

Referto MHRC-5 for necessary information, guidance and instructions.

Tip: For the trainees, for easy understanding and better retention of the most fundamental principles of the disaster-
resistant construction, it is necessary that simple examples of daily life are used in explanation. MHRC-5 gives such
examples with the explanation that can be used here.

Tip: While giving these examples, it will be best if items likea small cardboard carton, a table, and a plastic bucket are
kept handy, so that the trainees can handle them, and develop their own understanding. It will be best if this part of
training is conducted in the form of a dialogue between the trainer and the trainees through a question-answer session
that allowsthe participants to explore the subject ingreater details.

Examples:

"Why a bus does not fall
apart while traveling fast
on a rough road?"

How the cardboard box

with flaps open deforms
and the one with flaps
closed remains firm.

How the table can shake

back and forth when

pushed, and break when
joints between the legs
and the top are weak.

How stiff the top rim of a
bucket is compared to the
portion below, when filled
with water bucket can

deform without this rim.

Therules giveninthe MHRC-5 can be wellexplainedbythe useofsimplevisuals shownin italongwith theexplanation
given. Every visual is adequately explained in simple language, yet conveying a forceful message. Some of the rules
havebeen repeatedhereespecially because theserules are routinely violated, resulting insevere damageinadisaster.

NEVER DO THE FOLLOWING

•Never locate a building in hilly area.
•Neverconstruct un-symitrical buildings
• Never construct very long buildings
•Never make improper connections

between exterior walls and interior walls

•Never build high masonry parapets
•Never build very thin partition walls
• Never build high load walls, projecting up

above roof at the gables

• Never make too many or very large openings
inthewalls

•Never construct masonry columns without
reinforcement

•Never construct column-like RC elements

without beams to support the roof and the
floor above.

•Never make large cantilever elements like
sunshades and balconies

It is important that extra emphasis is put on the rules concerning these mistakes.
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Session NC-1

Lunch Break - Duration -1 Hr.

Duration 3:00 hr

Activities to be covered

Hands-on Training

Refer to MHRC-6 for all the necessary information, guidance and instructions.

1. Basic Rules of Good Quality Construction
Since good quality of construction is a prerequisite to good performance in any disaster, greater attention should be
given to ensure that the participants not only understand the basic rules of good quality construction, but also
appreciate the need to adhere to them.

The other important aspect of this session is its focus on the most common violations of the basic rules of good
construction practice that result in majordamage when disaster strikes. Every rule discussed in this Chapter should be
treated as very important, however simple it may appear to be.
Most rules will be taught while doing hands-on work, rather than in the classroom.

Where will the training be conducted?

• New construction: Ideally the training for this should be carried out at a site of a new building under
construction where the trainees can come at three different stages for training, so that all the important points can
be covered. But if a new building under construction is not available, then the next best alternative will be to
use a mock-up.

• Mock-up: Alternatively, the training can be conducted on a mock up where various parts are constructed as
needed during training. Mock-ups will have to be prepared in advance and brought to a particular level before
training begins, as described in Chapter 8" Mock-up Planning &Execution".

Bring the Mock-up to the level described below

Mock-up" A" Mock-up'B"

Insert PVC pipes on all vertical bars and
construct UCR masonry along walls A, B,
and C, doing it in stepped manner at both
ends up to a height of 450mm (18") from the
ground. Encase vertical rods in concrete
with proper ramming.
Get the reinforcement for the plinth level
band, cut and bent for walls A, B, andC.
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Consider the top of constructed wall as the sill level less 75mm
(3"). Let all the trainees know that this is a mock-up, so it is not
necessary to build full height walls.
At this level install the sill level "U" shaped rod in concrete to

show the bottom of window encasement.

Build masonry wall 230mm (9") of bricks or 200mm (8") of
concrete blocks (if bricks not available) up to 300mm (12")
height along all walls encasing all four vertical bars.

• Place a wooden plank as centering for lintle over the window.
Install pre-cut bars with their protruding ends bent to connect
with the reinforcement of the eave level band.

• Bringmasonry to 600mm (24")height which isto be considered
as the eave level.

Work Allocation Among trainees:
The trainees will be divided in two groups. Each group will work on one type of masonry for half the duration and on the
other forthe second half.Asmallgroup will be formed fromthese two groups to work on cutting and bending of steelbars
for a short period. These persons will be rotated so that every member of in the group will get a chance to work on steel.
Generally it is best to give tasks according to the previous experience of the trainees so that desired amount of work of
good quality gets done within the time on hand.

The most important basic rules of good construction and the corresponding
recommendations for training are given in a logical sequence as stated below. This should
be complemented by the information provided for each of these items in MHRC-6.
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a. Mortars:

It is very important that the participants understand that mortar makes a major contribution to the strength of masonry,
and that great care should be exercised in making it.

b. Rulesfor Cement Application:
This is probably the most misunderstood material and, hence, a lot of emphasis in a repeated manner should be placed •
on the correct method of use of cement so that maximum benefit can be derived from it.

c. Rules for Steel Application:
This is yet another material that is understood very little. To extract the most benefits from steel, it is important that the
basic rules of itsapplication are understood and followed.

d. Foundation:

Excavation bottom: This could be demonstrated by simply making an excavation, explaining the firmness of the
foundation soil, clearing the trench, and refilling itaccompanied by compaction. It isvery importantto convey that back
filling has to be done in a systematic manner in small lifts of 150mm (6")followed by compaction.

e. General Rules of Masonry:

This covers issues most critical for disaster safety.
• Forthe rules concerning Wall-to-Wall Connections, itwill be best to build a "T" or "L" junction with the step like

construction.

• The extension of the existing building can be best explained by standing adjacent to an existing building while
explaining, since actual construction isnot possible during training.

• Small portion of masonry should be constructed by small groups of participants to work on the rules concerning
wetting, use ofvarious tools, vertical joint breakingand filling, and placement of mortar.

• The top of the masonry wall at the plinth level and eave level should not to be finished smooth to ensure good
bond with the band.

f. Rules specificallyfor Brick Masonry,Concrete Block Masonryand Stone Masonry.
• For Brick and Concrete Block Masonry, the hands-on work on the "T" or "L" wall-to-wall junctions is very

important. The rest can be explained orally.

• In the topic of stone masonry, a lot of emphasis is required on proper stone placement in the masonry, since most
destruction due to disaster has been witnessed in stone masonry built with incorrect method. Every rule followed
helps to make safer stone masonry. Soequal emphasis isneeded on each rule.

g. Vertical Reinforcement
To bring ductility to masonry walls and to connect lower storey properly with the upper storey: Itisvery much important
to encase the bars in concrete fullyand properly. Explain the exact procedure of installation.

h. Lintle Connected to Eave Band

To reduce cracking of walls at the openings: Explain the exact procedure of installation. Make proper connection with
the eave band. The rules concerning this will be covered in later session.

i. Opening Encasement
To prevent diagonal cracking starting from corners of door and window openings: Explain the exact procedure of
installation from bottom to top. The rules concerning this will be covered in later session.

Session NC-2 Duration 0:30 hr Hands-on Training-cum-
Discussion

Activities to be covered

Recapitulation of Days' Learning
This is a very important session to the participants, since itwill help reinforce the teachings in the earlier sessions. It will
also help the trainer assess the effectiveness of the training. This session involving hands-on practice-cum-discussion,
should not be conducted in the classroom.

The work on the main mock-up walls will continue so that the desired level is reached. It is during this session that the
trainers will interact with the trainees, recapitulating various points through discussion and actual hands-on work.
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Session NC-3 Duration 1:00 hr Lecture

Topics to be covered

Disaster Resisting Features & Masonry Walls
In order to improve the strength of a structure against adisaster, the basic rules of good quality construction have been
covered, giving information of how the materials are used. The other topic which was covered, relates tothe principles
of the disaster resistant design, giving information on aspects such as the house plan, its shape, site selection etc. It is
important that both these sets of rules are followed. The building still may be left with several weaknesses that need to be
attended to, sothat inthe eventofa disasterthebuildingisableto withstand the shocks without muchdamage.
For this it is necessary to look attherestrictions and rules for masonry walls and thespecial disaster resisting features that
must be installed in the building as described in MHRC-7.

1. Restrictions and Rules for Masonry walls Stone, Bricks, Concrete Blocks.
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A. Earthquake Hazard:

For each walling material, there are several restrictions on load bearing masonry wall in order to ensure that the
inbuilt weaknesses are minimized. These restrictions refer to:

• Thickness of the walls for different storeys

• Mortar variations for different seismic zones

• Wall height and length fordifferent types of mortar
• Sizesof openingsfor different typesofmortar and for different storeys

Coverall rulesfrom MHRC-7. It is important to makea special mention of mud mortar as described below.

• Mud Mortar

Stronger mortar makes stronger masonry, and hence, safer structure. But it does not mean that onecan never use mud
mortar. If carting cement to the site is a problem or ifwater for curing is not available then, it may be better to use mud
mortar for individual house. Since mud mortar isweaker, all the rules for walls with mud mortar are more stringent.

B. Cyclone Hazard:

There are a few basic rules that must be followed as given in MHRC-7.

Important rules concerning the wall openings like doors and
windows are:

• Duringcyclone itmust be possible to keep them tightly shut
and even sealed to restrict the high speed wind entering the
house and exerting outward pressure on the walls and roofs.

• This pressure along with the suction effect on the roof can
blow off the whole roof. So it isbest that the entry of the wind
is totally blocked.

• If the wind entering the house is able to get out quickly
through similar openings in the opposite walls, then the

C. Flood Hazard:

There are a few rules that need to be followed.

These are:

• Plinth height should be kept as high as
possible. Ideally, its height should be
decided based on the level of the

earlier high flood mark.

• In case of mud mortar, it is important
that either the wall is fully plastered on
both the faces, or at least the joints are
sealed with cement pointing. Mud
mortar loses strength fast upon getting
wet, thus weakening the whole
structure.wind damage could be reduced significantly.
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2. Disaster Resisting Features
All the basic information is given in MHRC-7. Additional information and tips are given hereto further assist the trainer
in imparting training.

Tips: It is important that the trainee establishes the relationship between the weaknesses in a building and the remedial
measures or the disaster resistingfeatures that should be installed. Forthis, the visuals titled "Disaster Resisting Features
at a Glance" in MHRC-7should be used against the visual titled "Vulnerability at Glance" in MHRC-4.

As we now have realized, there are weaknesses in every building. We have seen the diagram that shows all the major
weaknesses of a building. Foreach of these weaknesses we have to install a special remedy as shown in this diagram.
Each remedy has a special strength that will get added to the structure and thus will help it overcome itsweakness.

How do you make sure that this concept will work?
Let us take the example of a lintel that is placed on a doorway.
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1. Concrete lintle without any steel
bars.

If a wall is constructed on top of
the lintle, it will bend, crack and
collapse.

n
2. Concrete lintel placed on top of
steel rods

If a wall is constructed on top of
the lintle, rods will bend and the

lintel will crack.

3. Concrete lintel with rods

embedded inside concrete.

If a wall is constructed on top of the
lintle, it will not crack.

Why in the third case, the lintle will not crack? Because steel is totally surrounded by the concrete along its full length,
and, as a result, has a strong bond with the concrete. Hence, it is able to pass on its tensile strength to the concrete which,
otherwise can not take any tension.

Take one more example -that of a string and a wire.

Pull the string. It will break when pulled
hard. Pull the wire. It will not break because

it is strong.

Now take same the string along with a wire,
hold them tightly together and pull them .
The string does not break because the wire
being stronger in tension takes up most of the
tension.

Thus ifa strong and a weak material are placed together with proper bond between them, then the weaker material

will not fail( crack or break), if subjected to the conditions under in which it would otherwise have failed.

Thus it is very important that good bond is created between the material or
the item that is used to strengthen, with the material or the item that is
weak and needs strengthening.

This rule applies to all the items that will be installed to strengthen the building or its part.
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Now let us see what these remedies are, how they work and the method to install them. them.

We have seen how a building gets damaged under different forces of earthquake and cyclone. The question is:

"How can one prevent this damage?".

Ask the trainees this question for each damage type and check their answers. This will also give the trainer a chance
to see how much they remember about the causes of damage and their remedies.
Questions to be asked:

• Why does the corner crack? How will you prevent the corner crack?

• Why does a vertical crack develop near the middle of the wall? How will you prevent this vertical crack?

• Why do diagonal cracks occur in the wall? How will you prevent these diagonal cracks?

• Why do the door/window openings crack at the corners?

It is possible that some one may make a mention of a lintel band. In case of such a response, he should be further
asked if he knows how exactly it helps.

A. Vertical Reinforcement Embedded in Masonry: Why is it required? How does it work
Take a wooden stick 3mm thick, 25mm (1") wide and approx. 300mm (12") long.

Tension on this face Tension on this face

i. Hold this stick vertically and bend it.
ii. What is the effect on the stick? There is tension

created on one face and compression on the other.

iii. Ifyou bend the stick in the other
direction then you get tension on the
other face.

Similarly with the earthquake force acting
horizontally, the whole structure bends on one
side. This causes tension within the wall which
causes damage.
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Vertical reinforcement provides
the house the required flexibility to bend and get
back to its original position without damage. In
other words, it bringsductility inthe walls.

Vertical reinforcementalso strengthens the joints
between the plinth and the walls, the first storey
and the second storey,and, the top storeyand the
roof.

very important: This reinforcement must be
securely connected to the wall in order to make
the wall stronger.

Specifications & Procedure are given in MHRC-

One more point that needs looking in
to:

House sits on the plinth. In an
earthquake or cyclone, it exerts
horizontal force on the plinth. If the
joint between the walls and the plinth
is weak then the walls sitting on the
plinth will slide. Under identical
conditions, the entire second storey
will slide on the first storey; or the
roof will slide on the wall. As a result,
the buildinggetsdamaged.

How do you prevent such damage? Vertical Reinforcement can prevent such a damage.

Whei install

At each wal I-to -wall

junction

Both sides of window

and door openings
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D. Roof Diaphragm Making
Under the effect of the earthquake or the cyclone forces the roof gets distorted from a rectangle to a parallelogram
shape. This causes much damage to the roof as well as in the walls.
See how this roof frame of the Working Model gets distorted.

1. Show a portion of rectangular
roof which isundistorted.

2. Next push one end. It will
distort and the rectangular
shape will change to
parallelogram.

4. Install the roof

assembly without
diagonal bracings on
gable walls and show
how the roof deforms

while the gable walls
tilts back and forth.

5. Now install the

bracings, and show
how the roof retains

its shape, and
prevents the gable
walls from shaking
back and forth.

3. Next, install the diagonal
ties. When pushed from one
end, the shape of roof frame
will not alter.

From the photographs in MHRC-7 show the different configurations such as "X","K", Y" bracing. Also show different
materials like Gl wire, timber and MS angle, and The method of using them as bracings.

Extra emphasis must be placed on these items
• Bracings will be effective only if Struts are installed.
• With Gl wires or MS bars for bracings, make only "X" configuration. These bracings must be taut to be

effective.

• RC roof does not deform as shown above. So it does not need bracings and struts.
• The roof and the walls will get the benefit of the bracings only when roof is securely fixed to walls..

E. Roof Anchoring to Walls
Explain different options for anchoring of various parts of the roof to the walls as covered in MHRC-7.
During training, the focus (and emphasis) should be on the replicability and the affordability of the option. It is
important to explain that the options have to be viable to make it possible to replicate them.

F. Floor Diaphragm Making
How the distortions occur and how bracings prevent them should be demonstrated in the same manner as the roof
diaphragm.

• The material options are covered in MHRC-7.

• Anchoring of RC slab must be done as shown in MHRC-7.

Extra emphasis must be placed on these items
The items described above under roof diaphragm will also apply to the floor diaphragm.
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G. Floor Anchoring to the Walls
• Explain different options for anchoring of various parts of the roof to the walls as covered in MHRC-7.
• It is important to explain the viability of the option since only the viable options are used.

H. Making a Stronger Roof
Generally, roofs are very weak because of very poor joints between different members of roof. It is important to make
it stronger to withstand the forces of the earthquake and the cyclone.

• All necessary information is provided in MHRC-7. Explain in accordance with this.

I. Miscellaneous Issues

Cover following issues as shown in MHRC-7

• Knee braces at the timber beam to column connection.

• Securing of the doors and windows as protection against the cyclone.
• Damp Proof Course: Put emphasis on different options on account of varying cost.
• Flood resistant plinth: Put emphasis on different options on account of varying cost.

Place extra emphasis on the following items:
Connect all members of roof framing properly.
Anchor securely different parts of the roof to the eave
and the gable walls
Install collar beam between opposite pair of rafters.
Install RC load walls on the gable walls to hold down
pitched roof structure on the gable.

In cyclone region, install RC strips on the
pitched roof.
Anchor all clay tiles with wire hooks.
Tie down bottom-most row of the tiles with

Gl wires or a steel bar.

Use 'U'/ T bolts for AC and CGI sheeting.

Session NC-4 Duration 3:00 hr

Activities to be covered

Hands-on Training

Disaster Resisting Features
How to make strong disaster-resistant walls and openings?

Install vertical

reinforcement

Install RC bands

Refer to MHRC-7 for all the

information, guidance and instructions
• Installation of vertical bars

• Installation of Plinth Band

• Installation of Eave Band

• Connection of lintle to Eave Band
Install RC

encasement at

openings

Bring Mock-up to the level described below during this session

Mock-up "A" Mock-up "B"

i Install Plinth Band reinforcement on all the three

walls at the plinth level.
iTie all the vertical bars to the plinth band

reinforcement with L-shaped reinforcing bars.
, Place concrete to encase the portion of vertical

bars that is within the masonry.

•Install Eave Band reinforcement on all the walls.

•On wall B, connect the extended lintle bars to the band
reinforcement and install dowels for Gable Band.

• First complete the band concreting in Wall B so that it
begins to harden for the construction of the gable walls
in the next session.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Work Allocation Among Trainees:

Thetraineeswill be divided in twogroups. One will workon Mock-up "A" and otherwill workon Mock-up "B" .After a
whiletheywill be switched. Trainer will have to makesure that all traineesgetto work on all the items. Whilesomeare
mixing dry ingredients for concrete, the others work on steel cutting and tying, and later one group will make the
concrete with water and other will do the concreting.
All activitiesshould be carried out on the mock-ups "A" and "B". Incase it isnot possible forany item, then carry out that
item on a separate mock-up.

A. Vertical Reinforcement

This activitiy was carried out in Hands-on Session NC-1 during the construction of the
UCR wall. The basics of how it is to be encased in concrete within the masonry has
already been covered.

• Since this activity is already complete, some additional explanation about the
procedure and the cautions should be covered inthis session while standing in
front of the mock-up.

• Emphasis mustbe placed on all the locations where the bar must be installed.
• The bar at the corners must be installed from the base of foundation masonry.

Incase ofdoor and window jamb it can start from the PI inth Band.

B. Plinth Band installation

• Cut and prepare reinforcement including the hooks, place iton the wall and
tie it all together.

• Ensureproper connections of reinforcement at the wal Ijunctions.
• Include T & 'L' wall junctions. If T junction can not be done on the main

mock-up then, do this on a separate mock-up.
• Make proper connection with the vertical rodsat all locations using'L'shaped

bars.

• Followthe procedure described in MHRC-7taking all necessary precautions.

Do not forget to explain the following:
• The bar size requirement as per the Seismic Zone.
• Trainees must be made aware that in long walls, larger diameter bars will have to be used.
• In every band the longitudinal bars will always be at mid height of band.
• Band can also serve as the damp proof course if proper concreting is done.

Points to remember are as follows since they affect the strength
and the longevity of the band:
(a) Adequate concrete cover
(b) Possibility of bar corrosion
(c) Need for continuous rodding
(d) Proper arrangement of bars at the wall-to-wall junctions
(e) Proper tying with binding wire
(f) Straightening of the crooked bars before use

C. Eave Band Installation

• Followall the precautions that were followed in the Plinth Band in regards
to the cutting, positioning and connecting of all the reinforcement.

• Carry out concreting correctly with the right proportions of ingredients in
concrete, and ensuring proper encasing of bars.

Do not forget to explain the following:
• Proper connection with the reinforcing bars from the lintel.
• Installation of reinforcing bar dowels for the connection of the Eave Band

with the Gable Band.

• Connection of the top end of the vertical bar with the Eave Band,
reinforcement

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Detailed Curriculum Day 2

D. Opening Encasement

This activity was carried out in the Hands-on Session NC-1 during the construction ofthe UCR wall. So the basics of
how it is to be encased in concrete within the masonry has already been covered.

Repeat the lessons of how encasing is to be done for the openings.
|>if .. , |, «/4 •#••(>< 11 •.»(**».»(.«»'

Place greater importance on the following points:
• Follow all the rules and cautions applicable to the vertical reinforcing

bars

• Vertical leg of the 'U' bar at sill level in window encasement must be
properly tied to the vertical reinforcement.

• Positioning of the vertical bars must be such so that there is minimum
thickness of masonry between the bar and the opening, but still leaving
enough concrete cover for the bar.

• For the door, the vertical rod need to start from the plinth level, and for
the window it needs to start from the sill level. But it would be better
and simpler if these rods are started from the plinth band just like the
door jamb. This is compulsory in Seismic Zone V.

• In Seismic Zone III and IV ifthe rules of opening sizes and spacings are
violated, then the encasing of openings is a must.

• Reviewthe rules concerning the openings.

Id
L s Hi
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Remember the rules for spacing
and the sizes of openings

Opening encasement

Session NC-5

Lunch Break - Duration -1 Hr.

Duration 2:30 hr

Activities to be covered

Disaster Resisting Features

Refer to MHRC-7 and 8 for all the information, guidance and instructions

Hands-on Training

• Finish the incomplete items from Session NC-4
• Construct the Gable wall

The Gable top RC bands
Construct the cone. Block masonry wall.

Bring the Mock-up to the level described below during this session
Mock-up "A" Mock-up "B"

Finish concretingof Plinth Band, iftime permits.
Construct Concrete Block masonry wall on top of
the band with vertical bars embedded in it at two
corners.

On wall Bconstruct the gable wall.
Prepare reinforcement for the Gable Band.

Install gable reinforcement connected to the
dowels extending out from Eave band.

Work Allocation Among Trainees:
The trainees will be divided in two groups. One will work on concreting the plinth band on Mock-up "A" and other
will work on the gable wall of Mock-up "B". After some time, thetwo groups will switch the activities. Next one
group will begin working on preparing the reinforcement for the gable band, while the second will start the concrete
block wall. The information on reinforcement is to be extracted from MHRC-7. Trainer will have to makesure
that all trainees get to work on all the activities.
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E. Gable Band Installation

Refer to MHRC-7 and 8 for all the information, guidance and instructions

Gable band

Eave band

Do not forget to include the following:
• Positioning of the gable wall masonry and the RC band should be such that it doesn't disturb the normal

alignment of roofand its interface with walls.
• Ensure proper connection with Eave Band
• All precautions about the reinforcement, which arediscussed earlier for other bands must be followed.

F. Concrete Block Masonry

Refer to MHRC-7 and 8 for all the information, guidance and instructions

Solid concrete block wal Hollow concrete block wall

Do not forget to include the following:
• Different types ofconcrete blocks andtheir use, especial ly for accommodating vertical reinforcement
• Basic rulesof masonry and rules specific to concrete blocks
• Bonding at "T" and "L" wall junctions
• Installation of vertical bar within concrete block masonry

Session NC-6 Duration 1:00 hr

Topic to be covered
Recapitulation of Day's Learning, and Do's & Don'ts

Recapitulation of the whole day's work.
Completediscussion on any points left out from MHRC-7.

Ask trainees to identify the mistakes.

Discuss any issues arising during theday which needs elaboration and discussion.
Discuss the differences between the local building systems and those given in the MHRC-8.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Session NC-7 Duration 2:30 hr

Activities to be covered

Disaster Resisting Features (Cont.)

Referto MHRC-7 and 8 for all the information, guidance and instructions.
• Continue and finish the unfinished items from the earlier session.

• Installation of for roof & floor anchors.

• Installation ofCollar beams in pitched roof.

• Installation diagonal bracings and struts for floor &roof.

• Securing roofing to roof frame and wall

• Securing RCslab to wall.

• Stiffening of timber beam to timber column connection with knee braces.

Cover items which are relevant to prevailing construction system of that
particular area (MHRC-8). Barring installation of knee braces, rest of the items
mentioned above can be best covered inone or more existingbuildings.

Bring the Mock-up construction to the leveldescribed here during
this session.

Items to be done on the Mock-up B:
• On walls A & C where Eave Band reinforcement is left exposed, install

varioustypes ofanchors for roofing and flooring.
v Install anchor bolts in the Gable Band reinforcement.

1. Details of Anchors in Gable Band.

• Anchor can be made of 12mm dia. bolt with MS Plate welded at its base.

The MS plate will be anchored in concrete of the band, with the bolt
protruding out. Thiscan be used forthe ridge and the intermediate beams.

• Alternatively, use 2-10 gauge Gl wires tied to cross-links of the band, and
its ends left protruding out. Prior to concreting the band, the wires of
enough length must protrude out to tie down the roof members. In the
gable this could be used for purlins and small beams.

2. Details of Anchors in Eave Band.

• Anchorcan be made of MS Anglewith 6mm diameter rod to be welded to
it. Whenanchored inconcrete the 6mmdia. rod prevents the angle from
gettingpulled out. Timberfloorjoist isbolted to MS Angle.

• Alternatively, use "L" shaped 6mm or 8mm TOR rod protruding out of
bandwith the shortleganchored inconcrete.The longlegisbentover the
joistwith a hammer and attached to itwith a couple of naiIs.

• Alternatively, use 2-10 gauge Gl wires tied to cross-linksof the band, and
its ends left protruding out. Prior to concreting the band, the wires of
enough length must protrude out to tie down the roof members.

3. Roofing to gable wall connection through RC load wall.
• As shown in MHRC-7 install U-shaped 8mm TOR dowel bar with one leg attached to the reinforcement in the

gable band, and the other end attached to a 8mm TOR reinforcement of RC load wall. Load wall to be cast over
the roofing tiles and purlins thatare resting ongablewall.

Hands-on Training
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Items to be done in Existing Building:

1. Collar Beam in Pitched Roof

• Select one pair of rafters and install Collar beam. Pre-drilling is a
must. Use at least two nails or screws at either end of Collar beam.

• Improve timber-to-timber connections using one of the following
options. I) 10 to 13 gauge double Gl wire twisted around the
members, ii) 15 to 20mm wide sheet metal strips nailed to the
members, iii) 3mm MS flats screwed or bolted to large size

2. Bracing & Strut System made of different materials for
Roof/Floor
Show different configurations that are possible

Use Gl Wire diagonal ties with lX' configuration along with
timber struts.

• Follow the systematic procedure given in MHRC-7to make diagonal
ties of 13 gauge wires

• First install timber struts with the help of at least two nails at each
end..

• Use 4 to 5 strands of wires, tied one after another.

• It is important that each wire is first pulled hard with the carpenter's
hammer so that there is no slack.

• Twist all wires in one diagonal together togetpre-tensionin thetie.
• Twisting is done with a piece of 8mm dia rod. It will tighten the tie

further. Too much of twisting can result in breaking of the tie.

Use timber bracings in %K' or XZ' configuration with timber struts.
• Jointsof timber bracings are more difficult.
• Use of steel gusset plate and bolt is recommended for this.
• All bracings should be preferably at 45 degrees angle to the struts to

be most effective.

• All timber components should be pre-dri Iled to prevent splitting.
fflTT

Points to remember are as following:
• Bracings are ineffective without struts.

• When using wires use only 'X' configuration
• Between two opposite struts continuity of bracings must be maintained.
• End connections of bracings and struts must be reliable

3. Anchoring of Roofing including Clay Tiles & CGI/AC Sheeting to roof frame
Discuss various options, described in MHRC-7 including those for:
A. Clay tiles

• Gl wire hooks

• RC strips with positive anchorage with timber understructure in
High-wind hazard area (Wind Zones III& IV)

B. AC/CGI sheeting

• 'J' hooks

• 'U' hook in high wind speed area (Wind Zones III & IV)

4. Eave level
• As shown in MHRC-7 install minimum 2 strands of 10 gauge

wire properly stretched.
• The wires must be anchored at both ends in the eave board.
• Alternately, 6mm MS rod, can be used for this purpose.
• The wires must be taut to be effective.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Activities to be carried out in the Existing Building (cont.):

5. Anchoring of RC Slab to wall

This can be effectively demonstrated by conducting training at a site with RC
*slabto be constructed on masonry walls. Itcan also be explainedat a training

site with a mock-up. Usinga 450x450mm 'L'shaped dowel the connection of

the vertical rod projecting out from the Mock-up 'A' with the slab
reinforcement above can be easi lyexplained.

6. Knee-braced Beam-Column Connection

Thiscan be explained best only iftimber beams supported on timber columns
are used locally in buildings. Follow instruction in MHRC-7.

7. Reinforced Masonry Column.

This is a very important item that must be included in the training. It is not
necessary to construct a full heightcolumn. But the trainees must be explained

with emphasis that unreinforced masonry columns should never be built. For
the purpose of training, it is necessary for the trainees to lay at least a few
courses with reinforcement placed in the hollow core of the column to
understand how it is built.

Do not use masonry column without reinforcing bar.

Bar must have a minimum 35mm concrete cover all around.

If there is not enough time during this session, then the activities being carried out in an existing
building may have be carriedout inthe Session on Retrofitting.

Work Allocation Among Trainees.
The trainees will be divided in several groups. One will work on installation of various anchors in the bands; One
will work on the installation of Bracing &Strut system in the roof/floor; One will work on the making of improved
connection among roof components.

Trainer will have to make sure that all trainees get to know all the items.

Session NC-8 Duration 1:00 hr

Topic to be covered

1
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Lecture

Material Quantities for Disaster Resisting Features

Follow the instructions given in MHRC-9. It is important that the trainees get some understanding ofthe material
quantity ifthey are going to take up Disaster Resistant Construction.

Session NC-9 Duration 0:30 min

Topic to be covered.

Lecture

Commonly Committed Mistakes in Construction

Follow the instructions given in MHRC-10. This is a short but very important session and great emphasis must begiven to
the topic. The trainees must bemade aware ofthese mistakes toconsciously avoid making them.

Trainer's Guide forTraining in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Lunch Break - Duration -1 Hr.

Session RR-1 Duration 1:00 hr

Topics to be covered

Damage Categorization and Restoration Procedures

Lecture

Referto MHRC-11 for all the information, guidance and instructions.

a. Restoration-Why?

Astructure loses a part of its strength when it gets damaged. If earthquake or wind forces strike this structure, itcan get
damaged further, since its vulnerability has increased by theearlier damage. In 1956 there was a big earthquake in Anjar,
Kulchch. The damaged buildings were simply patched up and damage was hidden under new plaster and paint and
were onceagain occupied. In the Kutchch Earthquake of2001, these houses just crumbled because oftheir extra high
vulnerability. Therefore, it is very important to restore thedamaged buildings at theearliest to their pre-damage state.
The reason is very simple. The disasters like earthquake and cyclone strike unpredictably. The house orstructure must be
in a position ofreadiness towithstand suchforces ofdestruction atall thetime.

b. Damage Categorization: Why and What?

Damage categorization is required to quantify the damage level, and to standardize the restoration procedure for each
level in order to restore the pre-damage strength. Very importantly, it also provides a common language of
communication about the severity of damage. It instantly gives an indication of how serious the damage is. So it isvery
important to understand howthe category ofdamage isdetermined.

Explain damagecategories basedon the photographs given inMHRC-11.

There is a tendency among inexperienced persons to overestimate the damage category. Once the definition of the
category is made very precise, this will no more be left to individual interpretation. It is very important that the person
assessing the damage does so based precisely on the definition of each category, since the corrective action will
depends solely on this assessment. The damaged plaster on the wall tends to give an exaggerated impression of the
visible damage level. The assessor should guard against such mistakes.

c. Damage Restoration Procedures:

Explain the restoration procedure for each damage category based on the
sequences given in MHRC-11.

The options included for the corrective action takes in to account the
problems of availability of special materials and equipment. Hence,
simpler alternativesare included.

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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d. Confidence Building Video Show

Show the video titled "See it to Believe It" of the "Shock Table Test" produced by NCPDP, Ahmedabad after the Kutch

Earthquake orany similar video. In this video thetrainees will seean artificial earthquake conditions being simulated in
_front of their eyes, and ordinary building models collapsing, while other models with improved technology not
collapsing. This will helpdemonstrate the factthat the technologies describedandexplained inthismanual helpprevent
the collapse of buildings in a disaster.

Session RR-2 Duration 2:30 hr

Activities to be covered

Damage Categorization and Restoration Procedures

Referto MHRC-11 for all the information, guidance and instructions.

Advance Preparation

Forhands-on training it isnecessary that one or more buildings with different types ofdamage are available to work on in
advance with the permission from the owners of these buildings for entry of the trainees, and repair/retrofitting if
required. Even in the absence of a disaster, it is generally possible to find some damage in every building. The other
alternativeisto damage the mock-up usinga crowbar, create a damage, and restorethe damaged Mock-up.

a. Categorization of Damage
• First ofall, go over the definition of each category.

• Nextgo around the buildingsbeing studied, and point out differentdamages and letthe trainees categorize them.

• Discuss in detail the answers given by them, and correct them ifnecessary.

• Tryto reinforce the categorization procedure in their minds.

b. Restoration of Damage Category G2 and G3
• For each category, identify a few damaged locations in the building

where the restoration can be done.

• Start with identifying G2 and G3 damages and document each of the
damages with the measurements.

• Divide the trainees in groups, and let them work on restoration, with
each mason taking turn in all the procedures.

• Use the option of WWM, C-Clamp and 8mm TOR rod splice, so that
trainees get the feel foreach one of them.

• Grouting must be included in the training, since it isa new activity and
very few have experience and understanding of it.

• Itwill be good to make a grouting hand-pump using pieces and fixtures
of different diameter PVCpipes during this training.

Points to remember are as follows:
• Ensuring correct quantities of the additives is crucial for the

performance of the grout.
• Only the proper adherence to the step bystep procedure in grouting

will ensure the restorationof the original strength ofthe building

Hands-on Training
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c. Restoration of Damage Category G4

• In case of G4 category damage, it may be difficult to find an example, and even ifan example is found, it will
be difficult to undertake the restoration work, since it would require more time than what is available. But it
is best that the whole restoration procedure is discussed on site demarcating exactlywhat has to be done and
what cautions must be exercised.

• MHRC-11 provides the detailed information on the restoration of commonly found G4 category damage
including partial collapse of walls, bulging or delamination etc. These must be followed in a systematic
manner.

• In caseof G4category, extreme caution has to be exercised during the restoration work, since in this category
a part or more of the building is in a state of impending collapse.

Cases of G4 Category Damage Restoration that require
special cautions:

(i) Damage Description: An intact RC slab roof siting on severely

damaged walls.

Restoration requires extreme caution and thorough planning.

• Thepropping up ofthe slab must be done verysystematically.

• As is shown in the photographs and visuals in item D on the last

page of the MHRC-11, the slab has to be propped up from the

outside and the inside at locations very close to the wall.

• It should be supported at points close to the walls, otherwise slab
could readi lycrack at the top.

(ii) Damage Description: A partially collapsed RC slab:

Restoration procedure must be explained very carefully with
deliberate repetitions, to make sure that the participants understand
the critical points.

• At first observe the immediate reaction of most of the trainees.

Most Iikely many of them wi 11 recommend the demol ition of such

a building. This isout of ignorance.

• Itis not difficult to restore such damage, ifrestoration iscarried out
in a systematic manner.

• It is safe to restore such a building, and thus save the undamaged
portion of the slab. So why demolish it?
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12 Detailed Curriculum Day 4

Duration 1:00 hr

Topics to be covered

Retrofitting of Existing Load Bearing Masonry Structures

Lecture

So far, in this training everything has been about constructing disaster-resistant new
buildings. But what about existing buildings, which are not built to withstand forces of
a disaster? There isno need to demolish them and rebuild to ensure safetyagainst future
disaster. There are methods by which such existing buildings can be strengthen to be
disaster-resistant.

Refer to MHRC-12 for all the information, guidance and instructions.

To understand this concept, look at this old carton.

Suppose you have to carry a lot of
heavy books in this old carton.
Will the carton tear? Will you use
it or buy a new one?
What is the solution in that case?

Get answers from trainees.

The best option is to strengthen it before
filling it up with heavy books. It is easy,
cheap and fast.
How can you strengthen it?Which part is the
weakest and is likely to tear, and that needs
strengthening?
Get answers from trainees.

i
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Apply tape at corners to make
sure that they do not tear, and to
further strengthen it, tie a string
around it after filling it with

Carton ischeap to replace. But a house is far toocostly. So ifitisnotstrong enough for a future disaster will you dismantle
it and bui Id a new one? Get answers from trainees.

The best option is to strengthen or retrofit the house to face a future
disaster, because retrofitting has many advantages over rebuilding..

Retrofitting means "applying remedies" to a weak building in order to overcome its weaknesses
before it "falls flat". The preventive measures in advance are more desirable than the curative
measures applied later.

We have already discussed and understood the weaknesses in a building (MHRC-4). We have also discussed what
features need to be installed in a new building to eliminate the weakness to make itdisaster-resistant(MHRC-7). What we
now have tounderstand is the method by which each ofthese weaknesses can beeliminated in anexisting building.
This is covered in MHRC-12.

Show the "Retrofitting Features at a Glance" diagram in MHRC-12 against the "Vulnerability ata Glance" diagram in
MHRC-4 to enable the trainees to relate theweaknesses with their remedies andthe part ofthe building that needs that
remedy.

Let uscover the retrofitting of the walls first, followed by that ofthe roof.
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1. RC Bond Element:

Question: In thick stone walls, when shaken, the outer and inner faces of the wall have a possibility to separate. Why?
Check how much dothetrainees remember ofthe past lessons .

The remedy for this is the installation ofCast in-situ RC Bond Element or simply "Concrete Header". It works just like
the "through stone".

i. Question: When do we need to install RC Bond Element?

Answer: It is required under the following two situations, (a) Following the restoration of a building that had
delamination orbulging damage, (b) If the building has no visible damage, but the house owner is ofthe opinion that in
the construction ofthe UCR wall, "through stones" were not used orwere used fewer than required.

ii. Question : How does a Bond Element work?
Answer: Just like a cotton mattress which has a stitch through its thickness every 150mm 6").

Question: What
happens ifthe mattress
has no stitches and it

is lifted? Get answers

from the trainees.

Answer: All the cotton

will lump together at
the bottom and cloth

on both faces will

separate.

In the same way, in case
of a thick stone wall, all
the filler material in the

center between two

wythes will slump down,
and one of the two wythes
will collapse.

Bond elements are as important to an UCR wall as the stitches are to the
cotton mattress.

iii. Care that youshould exercise during the installationof bond elements.
• Extreme care should be taken while making holes in wall to be strengthened, so that

the wall is not weakened.

• The hole must be dumb-bell shaped, so that bythe virtue of its shape, the two wall
faces are held together.

• In order to make sure that the reinforcing bar contributes its strength to the Bond
Element, the bar must be fullyencased in the concrete.

• All the loose materials from inside the hole must be removed before putting concrete in
it.

iv. Question: Where should a Bond Element be installed?
• Through the thickness of an UCRwall
• One in every 0.8 sq.m.(8sft.)

2. Horizontal Belt:

Whena wall shakes, cracks developvertically and slanting. Cracks alsooccurat the corners.
Why? Check how much do the trainees remember.

The remedy for this weakness in a new building that is to be built is the installation of Band.

i. Question: When do we need to install a Horizontal Belt?

Answer: It is required when a band is not present at different levels as recommended in MHRC-7.
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ii. Question : Why do we need to install a Belt instead of a Band?

For example, to install a Band
in an existing building at eave
level (show the Working
Model), one will have to
dismantle the roof and the

gable walls.

Or to install a band ,it lintle

level,one will have to
dismantle the slab and part of
the wall. That is too expensive.
So no house owners will be
willingtoundertake that.

iii. Question : How does a Horizontal Belt
work?

Answer: lust like a belton your pants (point at some one's
trousers with a belt) or a string around a carton.

• String helpsholding all sidesofa cartontogether
• Beltholds the trousers up at waist level.
• Horizontal Belt on a wall is made with WWM

(show a piece) and bars. So it is strong in tension.
This strength can be passed on to the masonry
walls.

• Ifthe belt on the trousers is not passed through the
loops (show loops on trousers) then .is the person
begins to move, the belt and the trousers will
separate. In such a case the trousers will slide
down.

• Similarly the Belt on the wall has to be well
anchored to the wall so that when the wall moves
due to wind or earthquake, the two do not
separate.

• Generally the Horizontal Belt is made of WWM
iv. Important points to be remembered about Horizontal Belt are as follows.

• Corrosion ofthe reinforcement, especially theWWM, can be a serious problem. So galvanized mesh is
preferred.

• Plaster protects the WWM and bars against corrosion. So proper plastering done with adequate pressure or
vibration will remove air from plaster and make it more impervious to water.

• Proper spacers must beplaced behind WWM to ensure the gap between the wall and the belt.
• For protection against corrosion, the reinforcement must befully covered with cement mortar, and for that

there must be a 12mm (12") gap between the wall and WWM.
. Proper bonding with wall is very important for the belt to be beneficial to the wall. This is ensured with use of

long nails, shear connectors (explain showing an Lshaped reinforcing rod), and the direct bonding with the
wall which is achieved through raking of joints and cleaning of wall surface.

• The bar must be fully encased.
• Belt alignment must bedone properly with the help of tube-level as in a Band.
• It must be continuous without interruption. Where necessary adequate overlap must be provided in the

reinforcement.

v. Question : Where should a Horizontal Belt be Installed?
• At various levels as recommended in MHRC-12.

Instead a Horizontal Belt can be installed on the face
of the wall without costly dismantling (show the
installation of a cloth belt on the Working Model).

String around
a carton
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3. Vertical Reinforcement:

When a wall shakes back and forth, horizontal cracks develop, corners break up and RC slab roof separates from
the wall. Why? Check how much do the trainees remember.

The remedy for this weakness in a new building that is to be built is the installation of Vertical
Reinforcement inside the masonry walls.

To install such reinforcement in an existing
building, one will have to break the corners. That
is too expensive and impractical.

Instead a vertical reinforcement can be installed

in the corner of the wall (Showstiff "L" shaped Gl
wire bent at bottom placed in the corner of the
Working Model).

i. Question : When do we need to install Vertical Reinforcement? it is required when such
reinforcement as recommended in MHRC-7 is not installed at the time of construction.

ii. Question: How doesthe Vertical Reinforcement placedon the wall work?

Like a tree which shakes and bends under the force of wind

and comes back to its original position, the vertical

reinforcement attached to the wall gives such ductility to the

wall to help bring back to its original position in an earthquake

without damage.

iii. Important points to be remembered about Vertical Reinforcement are as follows.

• The size/dia. ofthe bar is selected based on the recommendations in MHRC-7 orMHRC-12. This depends on
Seismic Zone, and number of storeys.

• Continuity from bottom totopmust be maintained through adequate overlaps where required.
• Proper bonding with walIisvery important forthe bar to be beneficial to the wall.This isdone with the use of shear

connector (explain showing an Lshaped reinforcing rod). The direct bonding ofSheer connectors with wall
which is achieved through raking ofjoints, cleaning ofsurface and complete encasing ofbarin concrete.

• There are two options: A single rod placed at the inside of a corner; or WWM at the inside or outside of
corner.

• The rod must befully encased in concrete. For this, agap must ofat least 40mm must bekept between the rod and
the walls, and concreting must be done with extreme care.

• When WWM, isused, itshould be handled just likethe horizontal belt.

iv. Question: Where should the vertical reinforcement be installed?

• At various locations as recommended in MHRC-12

Trainer's Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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Hands-on TrainingDuration 3:00 hr

Activities to be covered

Retrofitting of Load Bearing Masonry Structure.

.Bond Elements for UCR Masonry
•Horizontal Belt

• Tie Rod

• Vertical Reinforcement

Refer to MHRC-12 for all the information, guidance and instructions

Advance Preparations for All Retrofitting Sessions

• Forhands-on training, it is necessary that one or more buildings with different
types of locally popular building systems are available to work on.

• It also would requiregetting permission from the house owners of these buildings,
so that the trainees can enterthese houses and work on retrofitting measures.

• Since the available training time is limited, it will be best ifsome preparatory
work is done ahead of time on the selected buildings. This will include:

(a) Removal of plaster from the length of Horizontal Belt and the vertical bar that
is to be installed as part of training.

(b) Raking of joints to 12mm depth from halfof the area where the masonry has
been exposed.

(c) In case of a UCR wall, making of a few holes for the Bond Elements.

(d) Making of few holes for the shear connectors for the horizontal Belt and for
the vertical corner reinforcement.

(e) Installation of only a few shear connectors for Vertical Reinforcement and Belt.

(f) Exposing of slab reinforcement for connection with the vertical rod.

• This will permit the participants to work giving sufficient time on most of the
items.

• All these advance preparations could be done in the first threedays of training by
the use of hired help.

• The rooms to be used for training should also be cleared in advance.

Planning:

This needs to be done, on the assumption of a batch of 20 trainees. For the best use of available time for the trainees
i) Advance preparations as described above is a must, ii) All the required material must beon hand, iii) Each group is
properly guided, iv) Proper sequencing of various activities isdone.

The following list will help in planning:

• The quantity ofbelt, window encasement, and vertical reinforcement for which theadvance preparation is
taken up must be such that all of it gets finished during the training session.

• Maximum of 5m (16') ofbelt can be installed. In caseofthe Belt last 300mm (1') may be left un-plastered if
the house owner plans to finish the belt himself in near future.

• In case ofvertical reinforcement it is desirable that at least one rod from floor to ceiling is installed in a
building having RC slab, and one is installed from floor to eave in a building with traditional pitched roof.

• One 1 m X 1 m (3'x3') window should be encased.

• 6 Bond elements should be installed.

Place extra emphasis on the critical points that are mentioned in MHRC-12.
Trainer's Guide for Trainingin Hazard Resistant Construction
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Work allocation among trainees:

The trainees will be divided in several groups. Each group must work on everystage of every activity. The rotation
should take place every half an hour. The activities for the groups can be as follows.

• Work on making a few more holes for Bond Elements and making of Bond Elements

• Work on preparing bars for bond elements and shear connectors, belt reinforcement and vertical
reinforcement, and for alternate Belt made with 8mm TOR bars.

• Work on surface preparation for the belt, make shear connectors, and allow them to harden.

• Work on surface preparation for the vertical reinforcement, making shear connectors and allowing them to
harden.

• Work on installing the encasement belts for a window.

Work allocation among trainees:(Cont.)

• Work on installation of tie rod.

• Once the shearconnectorsharden, install the beltto be followed byplastering andfinishing

• Only after the shear connectors harden, install the vertical reinforcement followed by itsconcreting.

• Concreting will be done in stages by different groups.

• Instal Ivertical reinforcement and connect itto RC slab roof(ina different buiIding with RC slab)

Groups will have to be coordinated and supervised closely to make sure that the work is being done correctly. It isalso
important that none ofthe items startedare left unfinished. Also it is crucial for the traineesto understand the importance
of quality in the work they do.

Although, MHRC-12 provides basic and critical information for all the measures, here the step-
by-stepdetailed information foreach measure isgiven primari ly forthe benefitofthe trainer.

1. Step-by-step procedure for installation of Bond Elements

• Mark points at 0.9m spacing horizontally and vertically, with a stagger of 0.45m., thus having one point in every
0.8 sqm. (8 sq.ft) of the wall area.

• Remove the surface plaster of approximately 230mm x 230mm (9"x9") patch at each point and expose the
stones.

• Remove gently the mortar around the stone to a sufficient depth so as to expose the sides of the stone to loosen it.

• Loosen the stone, gently yanking it fromside to side, and up and down by means of a small rod with tapered end,
taking care that the other stones in vicinity are not disturbed. This rod should be of 12mm. dia. and 750mm (2'-6")
length with one end flattened and the other end pointed.

• Pullout the stone slowly, holding it by both hands.

• Remove the material behind the stone gradually to create a 75mm (3") diameter hole through the wall till the
stone on the other face is reached.

• Tap that stone to identify itfrom the farside. Remove this slowly by same gentle process fromthe other side.

• The hole should be bigger in size at both faces and narrower in wall core resembling a dumb-bell. It dose not
matter if the hole is inclined instead of level.

• Splash water in the hole to clean off loose materials from the surface of the stones.

• Place concrete of 1:2:4 mix to fill half the depth of the hole from both sides and place 8mm dia. hooked TOR bar
in the hole and fill the hole completely to fully encase the hole. Suitable additive should be used to make non-
shrink grout.

• Make sure the entire length ofthe bar iscovered with concrete. The bent lengthof bar must not be more than wall
thickness less 50mm. Each bar must be hooked on both ends.

• Cure this for a minimum period of 10 days by sprinkling water on the exposed surfaces on both sides. Finishthe
wall to match the existing wall. Follow the same procedure to make all the bond elements in walls.

Note: Do not make more than 6 holes at a time in a wall, and fill them up at the earliest with concrete
before making new holes.
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Place extra emphasis on the critical points that are mentioned in MHRC-12.

2. Step-by-step procedure for installation of Horizontal belt with a Tie Rod
Study the building and decide the alignment of the belt to be installed, taking in to consideration the
presence ofobstructions such as the openings, RCelements etc.

Markthetop andthe bottomedge ofthebeltonthewallusingstringand tube level.

Usingelectric grinder, ifavailable, otherwise using chisel and hammer, cut the plaster along the top and
bottom limits of the belttolimit the plaster removal where wall isplastered.

Remove the plaster from the marked area and expose the walling surface.

Rakeall the mortar joints to the depth of 12mm (1/2") by chisel or by electric grinder. Clean the surface with
wire brush and water.

Prepare the mesh as per required length and attach to it precut reinforcing bars with binding wires.

Install WWM on the prepared surface. In brick or concrete block wall, use 100mm (4") to 150mm (6") long
wire nails at about 300mm (12")spacing in a staggered fashion in two rows to fix the mesh to the wall. Nails
must be driven in to mortar joints. Provide spacers 15mm (5/8") thick of any suitable material between the
wall surface and the mesh to ensure full encasement in plaster.

• In case of rubble walls, install cast in-situ RC shear connectors with 'L' shaped dowel bar every 1.25m (4') to
1.5m (5'). Once the concrete hardens, attach WWM to the bar with binding wire. In addition, use 100mm
(4")long square-headed nails at 150-300mm (6"-12") spacing. Install WWM as described earlier. Ifa nail
bounces back, shift it and reinstall it.

2. Step-by-step Procedure for Installation of Horizontal Beltwith Tie Rod (cont.)

• Ensure continuity of WWM and bars through lap joints minimum 300mm (12") long. Ifno overlap of WWM is
preferred, then install 1 additional overlapping bar for splicing with an overlap of 300mm (12").

• Tie rod shall be 12mm dia. MSbar with each end threaded over an adequate length along with two nuts and a
100mmX100mm MS bearing plate. Tie rod shall be installed level from belt on one wall to the belt on the
opposite wall going clear through a conduit placed in both walls and the belts. The rod shall be made taut with
the help of adequately tightened two nuts at each end.

• Where the belt alignment crosses an opening, change the alignment to go around the opening. In the vertical leg
of the belt, install additional shear reinforcement as per item numberl 5 under the "Horizontal Belt" in MHRC-
12.

• All tie rods must be in place and made taut, and all holes must be filled with grout before plastering the belt.

• Splash the exposed wal Isurface with water to remove all dust and also to wet it properly.

• While still wet, apply neat cement slurry followed by first coat of cement : sand (1:3) plaster of 12mm (1/2")
thickness. After 1 to 2 hours, apply second coat of plaster with same mix and with enough thickness to provide
16mm (5/8") cover over the reinforcement.

• When the thickness of the coat is excessive, the plaster tends to fall off shortly after it is applied. Hence, the
thickness of a coat should not exceed 16mm.

• Cure the plaster for 15 days.

Place extra emphasis on the critical points that are mentioned in MHRC-12.

3. Step by Step Procedure for Installation of Vertical Reinforcement

• Identify the inside corner for installation of vertical bar. Select appropriate location to maintain vertical
continuity between upper and lower storeys in case of multi-storeyed structure.

• Mark the area where the bar is to be installed. Using plumb-bob, demarcate

• 100mm (4") wide patch at the corner on both walls as the Iimitsof concreting forencasing the rod.

• Using electric grinder, if available, or using chisel and hammer, cut the plaster along vertical boundary of both
the patches to restrict the plaster removal.
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• Remove the plaster from the marked area and expose the walling material. Rake all the mortar joints to the
depth of 12mm (1/2"). Clean the surface with wire brush.

• Remove flooring within 300mm x 300mm 0 2"x12") patch at the comer and excavate to 750mm (30")
depth.

• Make holes for installing shear connectors in both adjoining walls in the corner, starting on one wall at
150mm (6") from the floor, and then at approximately every 600mm (2'0"), but in alternate walls, and finally
the last one in the storey height at 150mm (6") below the ceiling level (in more than one storey) or 150mm
(6") below eave level. Clean all the holes with wire brush to remove loose material.

• Place appropriate dia. bar inthe bottom excavation with bottom 230mm (9") bent in 'L' shape. Ina structure
with CGI roof that is attached to the attic floor, the top end could be connected to one of the principal
member of the attic floor. Incase of the RC slab roof, itwill be bent in to 'L' shape for connecting to the slab
reinforcement. The rod will pass through each intermediate floor.

• Place appropriately shaped 8mm TOR bar in the holes made for shear connectors, and connect them to the
vertical bar making sure that the vertical bar is35 to 50 mm (1/2"to 2")from each wall.

• With vertical bar plumb and at right distance from the walls, pour the concrete in 1:2:4 proportion with
continuous rodding in the hole in the ground to completely encase the bottom of steel rod in concrete.

• Clean all the shear connector holes by splashing water and wetting thoroughly the surface of the holes. Fill
up the holes with non-shrink cement-cum-polymer grout. Make sure that the grout completely encases the
shear connector bar.

• Once all the shear connectors are grouted, clean the exposed surfaces of the wall with wire brush and
water.

• Installcentering for concreting around the vertical bar. This can be done with Gl sheet or timber plank. The
concreting must be done in stageswith their height not exceeding 900mm (3'- 0") and pourthel :1 Vi:3 micro
concrete in the-form work with continuous rodding to prevent honeycombing. Once the concrete is set,
move the form-work upwards and continue concreting.

• Encase the entire length of the vertical bar in this manner with minimum concrete cover of 20mm.

• Wherever the roof isof RC slab, in the vicinity of the vertical bar break the bottom concrete cover to expose
the slab reinforcing bars. Connect the top bent portion of the vertical bar to the exposed bars of the slab
using binding wires providing minimum 300mm (12")overlap. Wet the exposed surface of the slab and then
apply neat cement slurry. Finally apply cement mortar in 1:3 proportions and finish the joint to match the
surrounding area

• Cure all the concrete work for 15 days.

• IfWWM is not available, then prepare the Belt using 8mm TOR rods and 13 ga wires, and attach it to the
wall following the same procedure as shown in MHRC-12.

4. Step-by-step procedure for installation of Encasement of openings

• Use WWM (with reinforcing bars if required)

. Install it in the same manner as that for the Seismic Belt but anchor to wall using only the nails

• Overlap with the lintel or eave level belt

• Ifon top of the opening there is RC sun-shade, then the WWM must be connected with the reinforcement of
the sun shade or TOR dowel bars of appropriate diameter must be anchored into RC sunshade.
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FOREWORD

The Government of India (Gol) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)-
supported Disaster Risk Management (DRM) programme is being implemented across 176
multi hazard prone districts in 17 states. Its key objective is sustainable reduction in disaster
risk through capacity-building ofdifferentstakeholders. In order to meet thisobjective several
capacity-building and training programmes had been carried out forthe masons/artisans in
different cities under the Urban Earthquake Vulnerability Reduction Project (UEVRP), a sub
component of the Gol- UNDP DRM Programme, as well as in the districts targeted under the
programme for promoting hazard-resistant construction.

The research carried out by the authors of this manual in the aftermath of the various disasters
in the past 15 years have brought out one major fact, i.e., the death and destruction that
occurred during most of the past disasters are primarily due to collapse of buildings and
houses which took place due to violation of the basic rules of hazard-resistant construction.
Under the impact of the natural forces such as earthquake, floods, cyclones, and others,
vulnerable buildings collapse and cause death and many a times it has been observed that
such collapses take place due to ignorance about the right methods of construction. Hence,
there was a felt need to train the masons and the engineers on hazard-resistant construction.

To address this, training programmes were conducted under the Disaster Risk Management
Programme that focused on skill upgradation of the engineers and masons through
appropriate hands-on training. A training-of-trainers approach was adopted to ensure
sustainability of the capacity-building programmes. Many engineers have been trained as
master trainers for training the masons across the targeted districts and cities.

This manual has been developed as a ready reference for these master trainers which could be
used by them while conducting training programmes for the masons on hazard-resistant
construction. The manual will be equally helpful for the institutions involved in conducting
masons training programmes.

The information provided in this manual cover three major hazards i.e., earthquakes, floods
and cyclones. The manual mentions all the necessary construction rules to be followed in
order to ensure structural safety in seismicZone III, IV and V, moderateto very high damage
risk wind speed zone and the areas prone to floods. The manual throws light on the critical
techniques to be followed in new construction. Appropriate visuals have been used to make
this manual user-friendly. It is expected that this joint effortof the Ministry of Home Affairs,
the Gol and the UNDPwill contribute towards ensuring structural safetyand development of
saferbuiltenvironment in India.

Deirdre Boyd
Country Director
United Nations Development Programme
New Delhi

O. Ravi

Joint Secretary
Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
New Delhi
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Lunch Break - Duration -1 Hr.

Duration 3:00 hr Hands-on Training

Activities to be covered

Session RR-5

Retrofitting of Load Bearing Masonry Structure (MHRC-12)

• Continue and finish retrofitting features already started in the
morning.

• Anchoring of pitched roof to walls.

• Jacketing of masonry column.

• Column-to-Beam Knee Braces.

• Anchoring of roofing tiles at eave level.

• Anchoring of roofing at various points for tiles/sheeting.

• Installation of RC Strip anchored to rafter below.

• Installation of bracings and struts under pitched roof.

• Installation of bracings and struts under timber floor.

• Strengthening of connections of roof members.

Since, the hands-on training on
most of the measures
concerning the roof structure
are covered in Session NC-7 of
the New Construction, these
items should be covered here in
the form of a discussion to
refresh the memory of the
participants.

Advance Preparations:

The list of preparations mentioned in the previous retrofitting session applies to this session as well. This part of the
training will require inadditionto mason, the services ofa carpenterskilled inbuilding roofs withallthe necessary tools.
In many regions, especially the mountainous north, the buildingartisans havedual skills of masonry andcarpentry.

• In case the Knee Braces are to be installed, they must be designed and fabricated in advance for keeping them
ready for the training. Field conditions should be checked to determine the size of the braces as well as end'
connections.

• If timber floor isto be anchored, then Brackets made of timber of MS angle will have to be fabricated in advance.
Field conditions should be checked to determine the size of the brackets.

Planning:

Since mostof the itemsmentioned above have been covered once already under the training for NewConstruction, they
may not be repeated. Itwill be important that the new items be taken up first. And iftime permits, different options may
be discussed, with focus on the regional variations.

Work allocation among the trainees:

The trainees will be divided in several groups. Each group must work on every stage of every activity. They should be
rotated after every half an hour. The activities for the groups can be as follows.

• Finishthe activities started in the previous session

• Work on jacketing of a masonry column, ifmasonry columns are part of local construction practice.

• Workon installationof knee bracing, iftimber columns and beams are part of local construction practice.

• Anchoring of roofing.

• Installation of RC strips ifrequired because ofexpected highwind speed.

• Instal lationof bracingsand strutsunder the roofand floor- ifrequired as per MHRC.

• Strengthening of connections of roof members.

• Groups will have to be coordinated and supervised closely to make sure that the work isbeing done correctly. It
isalso important that none of the items started are left unfinished. Also it iscrucial for the trainees to understand
the importance ofquality in the work they do.

Trainers Guide for Training in Hazard Resistant Construction
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1. Continue and finish retrofitting features already started in the morning
All activities undertaken must be totally completed so that the house owner has no cause to complain, and equally
important, to prevent corrosion of incomplete and exposed reinforcement.

2. Jacketing of Masonry Column

• The procedure isdescribed in detail in MHRC-12.

• Extreme caution needs to be exercised not to damage the
column

• It is important that the surface preparation isdone thoroughly so
that the jacketing has good bond with the column.

3. Column-to-Beam Knee Braces.

• The procedure isdescribed in detail in MHRC-12.

• Pre-drilling of wood by hand-drill or electric drill isdesirable to
prevent splittingoftimber.

• Every beam restingon top ofthe column must have a knee brace.

4. Anchoring of roofing tiles at eave level

• See MHRC-12 for procedure.

• Ensure tautness of the wire items.

• Wires should be as close to the lower edge of the tiles as possible

5. Anchoring of Roofingat various points for tiles/sheeting.
• See MHRC-12 for procedure.

• If the roofdoes not have enough anchoring, then anchorthe roofing.

• If theexisting anchoring isnotproperly done,thenpoint this outand install better anchoring.

• It isvery important tofollow themethod strictly, especially toprevent the leakage ofwater from theroof.

• Give extra emphasis in High Wind Speed Zone III &IV.

6. Installation of RC Strips anchored to rafter below.

• See MHRC-12 for procedure

• Ifthe roof does not have enough of these strips, then carry this out.

• It isvery important to follow the methodstrictly, especiallyto prevent the leakage ofwaterfrom the roof.

• Give extra emphasis in High Wind Speed Zone III & IV.

7. Installation of bracings &struts under pitched roof.
Since this is already discussed under New Construction, it will be best if different materials and different
configurations are covered in training.

• With Gl wires,only "X" configuration can be made. This isa cheap option, and also an option forthose sitesnot
accessible by motorable road.

• Use 4 to 5 strands of 13 gauge Gl wires.

• Tie one wire at a time using carpenters hammer to pull itas tight as possible.

• Once all wiresof all the bracings are installed, tighten all wires together in one direction by twistingwith a small
pieceofsteelrod.All bracingineach direction will haveto be tighten separately.

• With timber or MS, "K", and "Z"both configuration can be made. Thisoption can be used in public buildings.

• Bracings must be so installed that there is continuity from ridge level to eave level, and from one gable to the
opposite gable without a break.
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Retrofitting measures for
existing roof are no different
from the measures that are
installed in construction of new

roof. Hence, these items have
been taught in Session NC-7 on
New Construction. During the
current session, the critical
points of these items need to be
reiterated. But there is no need
of hands-on practice.
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• All bracings mustbe at approximately 45 Degrees angle to the struts.

8. Installation of bracings and struts under timber floor

This is relevant only iftimber floor is a common feature in the region.

Since this item is already taught during session of New Construction, the available time may be used for different
configurations.

« • Thistrainingcan also be conducted under a floorconsistingof MS joists.Butitwill involveon-sitewelding.

• Bracings must be so installedthat there iscontinuity fromone wall to the opposite wallwithout a break

• All bracings must be at approximately 45 Degrees angle to the struts.

Retrofitting of Load Bearing Masonry Structure (MHRC-12) (cont.)

9. Collar Beam between opposite rafters.

Since rafters are sloping, they tend to push out the wallson which they are resting. To prevent this push install Collar
Beam between opposite rafters

• MSflat or timber plank can be used for this purpose.

• Pre-drill holes in all timber members to prevent splitting due to hammering nails in.

• In case of clay tile roof, apply Collar beam to every alternate set of rafters. In case of CGI roof apply the Collar
beam to the Principal rafters.

10. Strengthening of connections between roof members.

• Since this topic is already covered during the session on New Construction, the available timemay be used to
demonstrate the use of different materials.

' 11. Anchoring timber floors to walls.

If the timber floor iscommonly used inthe region, then demonstrate anchoring one or two joiststo walIs with MS brackets
in an existing building.

• One can anchor every alternate or every third joist to the wall.

• Holes will have to be drilled in the walls to anchor the bracket. Holes should be either through the full thickness of
the wall or at least through 75% thickness. The anchors have to be such that they do not get pulled out in a
disaster.

• Incase of Brick or Concrete Block wal Is,drilling can be done using power drill.

• In case of UCR wall a differentoption will have to be employed to anchor the brackets since it is very difficult to
make holes at precise locations.

• The bolts required foranchoring should be of diameter no lessthan 12mm (1/2")

• As in Kashmir, ifthe joints to which the brackets will be anchored are connected to the principal raftersof the roof,
then stronger connection with multiple bolts (larger than 12mm dia.(1/2") will be required to attach the bracket
to the underside of the joist.

12. Strengthening of Opening Shutters, especially in Wind Speed Zone IV

There are several very simple measures that need to be demonstrated. It will be best to carry out these measures on a
window and a door to effectively convey what is really adequate rather than leaving it to an individual artisan or a house
owner to judge it.

i

• Strengthen glass panes by pasting thin plastic film or paper strips.

• Install strong locking arrangements for all door and window shutters.

• Windows can be protected with guard bars or wooden battens placed across the shutters on the inside.
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13. Strengthening for Flood

This point should be taken up for training in all regions of the country irrespective of whether the area appears in the
Flood Hazard Map given in MHRC-1, because floods or sustained rain related damage ispossible in almost all the regions
of the country.

Itis important to focus discussion around the houses of the weaker section of the society, since most of these houses are
i built totally out of mud or using mud mortar.

• Finish existing plinth with cement pointing and/or plastering.

• In case of houses made of mud, the plinth can be protected by the "Stucco" technique, in which chicken wire
mesh is firstnailed to the plinth and then plastered with 1 :4 cement: sand mortar.

Session RR-6 Duration 0:30 min Lecture

Topic to be covered

Review of important issues in Retrofitting of Existing Load Bearing Masonry Structures.

• Itwill be best ifthe session isused to clarify doubts and questions that the trainees may have.

• Forthis to be effective, the trainees will have to be encouraged to speak up and not shyaway or feel embarrassed to
raise queries.

• Thiscan be done through provokinga debate, the trainer posinga trickyquestion, which may

lead to a meaningful discussion.

• This session will also give a good idea of the understanding ability ofall participants.
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Session RR-7 Duration 1:00 hr

Activities to be covered

^MiH

Hands-on Training
Cum Discussion

Retrofitting of Existing Load BearingMasonry Structures
• Complete those items left incomplete from the earlier session. Use 30 minutes for this.
• Spend a fewminutes coveringthe important points in regards to the executionof each item discussed inearlier

sessions essentially basedonMHRC-12. Demonstrate this part ofthesession attheretrofitting site.

Session RR-8 Duration 0:30 min Lecture

Topic to be covered

Material Quantities for Retrofitting Items

Refer to the information given in MHRC-13 for guidance and instructions. It is important that the trainees learnt in
advance thematerial quantities if they aregoing topromote/use retrofitting in their regions. Trainees should also beable
tounderstand therelation between thematerials and thecostinvolved for retrofitting.

Session RR-9 Duration 0:30 min

Topic to be covered

Lecture

Do's ofRestoration and Retrofitting and Tools &Equipment for Restoration &Retrofitting
Refer to the information given in MHRC-14 and 15 for guidance and instructions. This is a short but very
important session and much emphasis must be put on it. The trainees should be made aware of the mistakes that
are very common, and they must consciously avoid making them.

• The right tools help indoinggood quality work and also speed up the work. Masons must also understand that
for retrofitting some tools are not available in the market, and that they should get these fabricated by the local
blacksmith.

Session RC-1 Duration 2:00 hr

Topic to be covered

Lecture

BasicsofGood Quality Reconstruction (MHRC-16)
Many building artisans have been working with RC construction over a long period. But most of them are not fully aware
ofthe performance problems ofthis type ofconstruction. The main purpose ofthis training is to make them understand
these problems, how they affect the strength ofthe building and how these problems can beprevented.
RC Construction is becoming more andmore popular. Most house owners who can afford, opt for RC construction. The
main reason to opt for this is that, most ofthem consider RC construction stronger than masonry building. This belief is
often supported by building artisans. But it is very important for them to recognize two important facts about RC
construction.

nstrui lion is also sua eptible to damage in earthquakes. Question: remembei the Kut< hh
rthquakeol |anuary26, 2001 in whii hn ge RC buildings i ami Ii shi thai RC

buildings could also get damaged severely in adisaster just like the masonry buildings. What is important'
luis to understand the reason wh)
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RC Construction (cont).

• Two: The second problem with RC construction is the possibilityof significantdeterioration just in a period of
few years because of the corrosion of steel bars. As a result, its strength also decreases. It is important for all of
you to understand why this happens and how itcan be stopped.

There are two more aspects of RC construction that all artisans need to understand:

• One: RC construction is a scientifically developed building technology that uses very special materials. These »

materials are produced by complicated industrial processes requiring longtime. Toget the best results in this
typeofconstruction, the methodof RC construction shouldbe followed to the last detail.Theseare the results for
which house-owners spend so much. The user (mason/artisan/engineer) must understand what these precise

ways are.

• Two: Since this technology is very precise, it is necessary to plan in detail the size of the slab, the beam, the
column,and the foundation alongwiththe typeofthe concrete and the sizeand numberofbarsthatwill be used
in them depending uponthe dimensions ofthe structure and magnitude of loads that areexpected to act on it.
This requires a lengthy and complicated procedure of designing that involves a lot of numbers. With some
experience one can guess these sizes. But there is a risk involved in this approach to the occupants of the
building sinceeachbuilding isdifferent from theother. Hence, suchguessing could result ina drop in themargin
ofsafety. It is, hence, recommendedthatan experiencedengineerisinvolved inthedesignofan Restructure.

Next let us look at some very important rules and correct ways of doing things.
Explain the Precautions to be Taken in RCC Construction from MHRC-16.

Cement

• More cement does not always mean more strength.
• Higher grade cement does not always mean higher strength. In most cases of small and moderate size

construction, the43-grade cement may bepreferred overthe53-grade, since the later requires much more water
forcuring to get the full benefitsofthe extra cost.

• Cement is not a material that can be stored for a long period. With passage of time, the unused, stored cement
comes in contact with the air and the moisture, and a chemical reaction begins, and after some time, this
damages the cement making ithard and useless forconstruction.

Mortar & Concrete

• The aggregates and sand particle should beof specific, predefined sizes. If thesize ofaggregates is bigger than
20mm, or ifthe sand is too fine, then itfails to meet the requirements of the concrete to be made.

• II the different ingredients including cement, sand, aggregates etc. must be mixed in correct proportions for
making cement mortar orcement concrete. For eachdifferent construction, depending on a variety offactors
including the strength, these proportions are decided in advance to meet the specific requirements of each
construction project including the strength. These specifications should not be changed to save money. The
quantity ofeach material must bemeasured in a fix-sized box. While measuring the material the top surface of
the material should always be levelwithin the measuring box.

• Water isthemost important ingredient thatgives strength tothecement mortar ortheconcrete. This toomust be
measured through fix-sized containers before mixing with the rest of the ingredients. Very often in order to
reduce the effort in mixing the ingredients, inconcreting or in laying the cement mortar, too much of water is
added. This ultimately weakens the building.

• It is always better to mix mortar and concrete with machine, since with this the process of mixing can be
controlled, and the mixing is thorough. If electric or diesel powered mixing machine is not available, then a
hand operated mixer may be used.

• In theabsence ofa mixer, keepthequantity ofmortar small andthoroughly mix the ingredients with hand, at first
indrystate, and laterafterwater isadded.
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RC Construction (cont).

Steel

• Moresteeldoes not always mean more strength.

• Steel rods must beclean. No-rust condition is ideal, butsome rust may be permitted. But there should not bea
loose layer ofrust. The surface oftherod should not becovered with oil, oil paint etc.

• Steel rods must befully enclosed in concrete to give its strength tothe concrete. To achieve this, always provide
a proper sizepacking under the bar. This packing can bea simple piece ofbrickbat or stone. Ideally it should be
made of cement mortar.

• There are several rules for controlling the arrangement of bars and their bending. These rules of bar
arrangement and bending have to be strictly followed to get the desired strength and the longevity of the
structure. These rules will be explained further down in thetraining.

• The slabs that continue over a support (wall orbeam) must have reinforcing bars near the top. These bars must
be well anchored in to the other side of the slab.

• In a slab that continues over a support (a wall ora beam,) every alternate bar must becranked up. If this is not
done, then the slabwill crack at the top.

Concreting and After

• The best way to do this work is to use a vibrator, so that all the air pockets left in concrete during mixing are
removed. This results in concrete lasting for a much longer period, since, it does not allow water to easily pass
through. This will greatly reduce the rusting ofbars.

• All thecentering must bestrong. It should not move up, down or sideways under the load ofconcrete and the
impact of concreting. The first immediate result of bad centering is in deformation of RC elements. Such a
centering can also lead to a major accident.

• Once the concrete is placed and it begins toharden, itmust bekept wet for a minimum of21 days toensure the
strength as per specification.

Placement of Bars

The issues discussed so far relate to the use of the materials like cement, sand, aggregates and steel in the RC
construction and the methods of their use. There is one more critical issue in which a large number ofmistakes are
observed, which literally result in a catastrophy in the event of a disaster. This concerns the rules of the placement of
steel bars. These rules define how the bars are to be placed once the form-work is ready. This is ahighly technical subject
and obviously the artisans have not been exposed to it.. The most important rules are given below: The numerical aspect
of these rules such as spacing of bars, loation, concrete cover etc. mainly depends upon the size of RC member, its span
and the diameter of bars that are used. The rules that we are going to cover here are for small buildings that the artisans
make without the input from an engineer. MHRC-16 has simple sketches that show the rules concerning the placement
of bars.

a. Spacing Between Bars

• In a beam, if the bars are placed very close to each other, then the concrete will not pass through the space
between them. This will result in poor quality and weak construction. So the spacing between the bars should
never be less than theminimum spacing thatisgiven here.

• On the other hand, the spacing between the bars should not be more than the maximum bar spacing given here.
b. Concrete Cover around Bars

• The steel is able to contribute its strength to the concrete only if it is properly bonded to the concrete. This
requires that steel is fullyencased in concrete.

• The concrete cover protects steel from corrosion. So this cover should not be of less than aminimum permissible
thickness. As a result in foundation where the footing is in contact with the ground which can be wet, the
minimum cover required is the highest. Similarly in areas near sea where there is high humidity and also salinity,
thechances ofcorrosion are higher than elsewhere. Therefore, thecover in such areas is thicker.
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RC Construction (cont).

c. Arrangement of Bars in Slab and Beams
• Ina beam itmay not be enough to have justtwo barsat the bottom and two barsat the top.

• There isa rule that decides how many bars placed at the bottom must be bent upward and taken to the top near the

supports, and how farfromthe face ofthe support should this bending be done.

• The rule also makes a distinction between support near the end of the beam and the support over which the beam

continues without ending.

• Similarly there are rules for the slabs.

Ifthese rules are not followed, then the beam and the slab wi11 develop cracks at the top or the bottom.

d. Spacing of Ties/Rings in the Beam
• The ties/rings thatareplaced inthe beam not only tohold the bars together, butalso toaddtothestrength ofthe

beam.

• Hence, there are rulesthat specifythe spacing of rings,and where the spacingcan be different.

e. Anchorage of Bars and Overlapping Joints
• In beams,there are special rules that dictate howfar the barsat the top and the bottomshouldbe takenin to the

support for adequate anchorage.

• Theoverlapping jointofbarscan bedone onlyincertain parts ofthe beamasgoverned byspecial rules.

f. SpacingofTies/Rings inColumn and the Right way of Making a Tie
• Therings playa very important role inensuring the strength ofthe RC column.
• There are rules that dictate the spacing of these rings in different portions of the columns, especially in relation

to its joint with the beams.

• Therings must alsobe installed around thevertical barsofthe columnastheypassthrough the footing.
• The rules also dictate how the ring is bent so that itwould not open out under the impact of an earthquake.

• If rings are notmadeproperly, duringanearthquaketheycan open outand thecolumncan fail.

g. Column Beam Joint
• The barsof the beam as they pass through the column should not be bent to avoid conflict with column bars.

Hence, itis important toarrange thebarsin a column in such a way thatwould permit this.

It is worth repeating that RC construction is a precise

technology, and has a largeset of important rules. What
is mentioned in the above chapter are a few critical

ones, which are the once most frequently violated. The

artisans must ensure to follow them.

Lunch Break - Duration -1 Hr.

Sessions EV-1, EV-2, EV-3 Duration 3 hr:30 minutes Grading Procedure
for Participant

This should be done through discussion, a test, and actual hands-on work. This assessment at theend ofthe training
program should be coupled with the assessment that should be done continuously during the training program. Finally
some grading must bedone ofevery participant with the help ofthe Assessment Form given in Chapter 14.
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14 Trainee Performance Assessment

This is a very important aspect of the Training Program. It is recommended that all the trainers study this chapter

thoroughly, absorb allthe details, and implement itfully without missing anysteps .Failure in this regards could result in

failure ofachieving the desired results.

The performanceof every traineeshould be assessed in three stages.Theseareas follows.

a. During the training :

It will be best to observe the trainees for four different aspects. These are as follows.

(i) Responses to questions.

(ii) Qualityof hands-on work from the viewpoint of adherence to the instructions/rules and the quality of work..

(iii) Participation in discussion on various issues.

(iv) Questions raised by the trainee .

b. Hands-on Test:

Thisisto assess the understanding of various critical issues and its translation in to the actual practice by the individual.

The trainee could be asked to construct a small piece of masonry, or to prepare the reinforcing cage for various critical

details, or to plan to undertake a particular retrofitting measureetc. Amason's real test is in the quality of work he gives.

This hands-on test should assess the dexterity of the trainee in actual work, and the extent of finesse combined with

quality he brings.

c. Written test/Oral Test:

In case the mason is literate, the Performance Assessment Form provided here can be given to him to be filled. Incase the

mason is semiliterate and uncomfortable filling the form, then he may be given an oral test based on this form. The form

is fairly exhaustive. For the purpose of assessment, the examiner may take a few questions at a time, dividing the total

questions in different sets, conducting the assessment through two or three separate test-papers. Thus this total form can

be divided in two to three test papers. The trainer/examiner may add more questions on similar lines to cover the topics

missed out.
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Trainee's Performance Assessment Form
Name Father's Name

Address_

Village_

Contact telephone no._

Local language

Taluka & Pincode

Educational Qualification - Class Passed
Read local language
Write local language
Mason work

Any other occupation

Nearest Town

0 / 4th / 8th / 10th / 12th / More
Yes / No

Yes / No

Full time/ Part time

Farming / Farm labour / Other

1) Did you learn anything new in this training? Yes/ No
2) Is there any difference in regular construction and disaster-resisting construction? Yes/ No
3) Describe the most important aspects of new construction that you have learnt.

a)_
ID

C).
dl

4) Is it possible to improve the strength of an existing building? Yes/No
5) If"yes". what is it called?
6) If"yes", what are the most important steps?:

(a)
b)
c)

7) In a building with RC beams and column what supports the roof and upper floor?
8) In a building without RC beams and columns what supports the roof and upper floor?

9) In a building with pitched roof where wil
you put the bands?.

10) In a building with RCC roof,
where wi11 you put a band?

*

11) Besides band what other special features are needed in disaster resisting building ?

Where?.

12) What features do you add to prevent cracks
starting from the corners of window and
door openings in disaster ? Show this in the
sketch below.
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12) What do you understand by 1:2:4 concrete mix?

How many boxes of Cement?
1/2/3/4

How many boxes of Sand?
1/2/3/4

How many boxes of Aggregate?
1/2/3/4

13) What will be the cement: sand proportion of mortar in brick/stone masonry buildings in your area? (trainer must
grade according to the disaster zone of their area).

For 1 Box of Cement How manV boxes of Sand?

14. Within how much time CementConcrete and Cement Mortar should be fully used up after water is added?

15 min. / 60 min. / 90 min. / 3hrs. / 8hrs.

• 15 .What is the time required for the construction with cement needs to be cured?
1 day / 3 days / 10 days / 15 days / 31 days.

16 .What does curing mean? Putting water twice a day/ Putting water every two hours / Keeping it continuously
wet

17. What should be the minimum depth of foundation? 1ft. / 2ft. / 4ft. / Dependson soil condition

18. Select the best arrangement of door and window openings in this building? Why?

^t^; 6
^

What are the problems with the other arrangements?

19. Which plan is better for construction ofa new house from the angle ofearthquake safety?

Square T shape 'C shape 'H' shape
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20. Which is a better way to wet the bricks before using them?

With plenty of
water sprayed
from a hose.

Soaking them
in a drum full

of water.

21. Which brick will you use in constructing a wall with cement mortar?

Wet

22. How many reinforcement bars will you use in the corners of masonry structures?

23. What are the most important rules in constructing stone wall?

Point out the violation of these

rules in this picture.
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24. How will you construct walls?

Constructall the corners first and then gaps
between the corners.

25. At what stage will you build partition walls?

Trainee Performance Assessment

Construct all walls together.

Build outer walls first and then the partition
walls.

26 If this damaged house isyour's what will you do with it?

Build partition walls along with all outer
walls.

' Demolish it/ Repair it /Abandon it/ Builda new house / Restore and retrofit it
•hi

If demolishing it, what type of building you will build?

Same as before / Build with cement mortar / RCC frame building / Build with brick instead ofstone / Similar to earli
house with earthquake resistant features.

27. To make an existing building stronger against a disaster what will you do?
Re-plaster on one face of walls / Re-plaster on both faces of walls / Install Belt / Put new tiles on floor / Install RC
headers in stone walls

CI
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28. In a sloping roof below point out the strengthening features that art used.

Make a list of these features.

Why this is done?.

29. In a sloping roof howdo you anchor the roof to the wall?

Why do you anchor the roofto the wall?

30. What are the main features used for retrofitting a masonry building ?_

31. Point out retrofitting measures on the two buildings shown below.

firj |
Place Date

Assessment grade: Written test: Pass/fail Practical: Pass/fail

Overall grade: Pass/fail

Test conducted by:

Assisted by:

Note:

The oral test should include approximately 15 to 20 questions. These could be selected from the questions listed above.
Trainers could also include questions that are not part of this list. But it is recommended that every time there must be a
new assessment form. In case the trainee is not in position to read the questionnaire the examiner must read out the
question and also write the answers on his behalf. In addition to this written test apractical test must be carried out fo
assess the trainee's ability to carry out the work according to the rules taught in the training. Greater weight must be given
to the practical test. It is recommended that passing grade must be 80%. If the trainee does not secure this grade then he
should comeback for training attheendofwhich he must be regraded.
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Mason's Training Tips

•Important Considerations for Planning of Mason Training Program

Basicassumptions, critical information and important suggestions/recommendations:

• Resources for training programs are limited

• The training program of making new masons is kept totally independent of the skill up gradation program, since

the former requires much more input compared to the latter

• The economic condition of the building artisans is not good. Hence, allocation of some funds for a reasonable

stipend must be made at the time of making the budget.

• Literacy level of the masons isgenerally low to very low.

• The training courses should be kept of short duration of one or two days and a stipend of at least 50% of their

routinedaily wage ispaid, so that the masons willinglyenroll forthe training and forcourses of longerduration at
one stretch, a stipend offered isas high as 80-100% of their daily wage.

• In the current situation of a booming construction market no training program of skill up-gradation are offered,

, since building artisans have much work on hand, or since the house owners do not want theartisans to stop the
work and go for training..

, • During peakagriculture season, theymaynot join because manyofthemown some land.Timing for the training
should be such as to suit them.

• Once the credibility of a training program is established, and / or a certification becomes mandatory, then the

artisans quite likelywiII join even for a lower stipend (but only for short duration courses).

• In case a training program is linked to certification, its contents should not be such as to repel or intimidate a

trainee,and its successful completionshouldappear to be within the reachof the potential participants.

Focus on the root cause of the poor performance of buildings in disasters

• Poor workmanship

• Violation of basic construction rules and specification.

• Poor understanding of technologies and materials.

• Shortcoming inthe localbuildingtechnologies withreferenceto the impact ofthe disasters

Understandingthe masons-Toensure maximumenrollment and optimal effectiveness

• By simple oral interviewassess the individuals' levelofexpertise

• Assess their general preferences, andtry togauge their requirements regarding duration, timing, andthe stipend

• Since the literacy level islow, the basiccriteria for enrolment mustbe setaccordingly.

Certification Program

• Strengths &weaknesses ofartisans should beassessed through oral/writtn tests. Decide entry point for eligibility
to certification.

• There is a difference between an artisan and an artisan's helper. The latter can not participate in the skill up-
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gradation program. This has to be assessed through an oral interview.

• Create a minimum of three levels to encourage more participation of artisans at different levels of skill and knowledge,
and to make it less intimidating.

• Flexible entry and re-entry at convenient times within a period of six months (or twelve months) to ensure that the

knowledge gained and the techniques learnt in the earlier training isnot lost or forgotten.

Training Focus: This is most important, since trainingis the heart of this guide/manual. Given below isthe list oftopics. Thi*
is indicative, not exhaustive,but it includes the important and critical aspects.

• Fundamentals ofcommonly practiced masonry construction

• Critical aspects of know-how of new materialscommonly used

• Understanding of building behavior in earthquake/cyclone

• Relationship between the mistakes and the disaster they are likely to face. The importance of Do's and Don'ts to be
emphasized through repeated lessons.

• Restoration ofdamaged structures, not demolition, is thecorrect wayofdoingit.

• Retrofittingof Existing Structure by understanding the weaknesses followed by their remedies.

• Confidence building among the trainees.

• Strengtheningmason's capability to counter wrong marketpressureor demand oftechnically wrong items

• Useof handouts as ready reference. Theseshould be the take-away items. '
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Significance of masonry structures
»

Since time immemorial the people in India have been using the masonry building system to build anything from smal

huts to big palaces and forts. Today the modern day engineers in the country prefer reinforced concrete frame system
over masonry system since they are more used to the engineering design of the frame system. But a common man still

builds his house with the load bearing masonry system since it is the most viable system in most parts of the country. For
the same reason the infrastructure buildings with no more than three storeys such as schools, hospitals, community halls,
panchayat houses, storage warehouses etc. alIare also made with the same system.

As the common sense would dictate, the masonry walls are made with the materials that are most easily available in the
area. In the hilly regions where the construction quality stone is easily available, stone masonry in mud mortar is
generally used. But in the valleys and plains where stone is more difficult to be found, the masonry is often made of sun
dried mud blocksor unbaked bricks. If the soiIs are suitable formaking bricksand the fuel forbaking it iseasy to find,then
burnt bricks are used. Today, in most parts of India burnt brick is the most common material for wall construction. But
there are areas where there is neither good soil nor stone, the concrete blocks have been found to be most viable and,

hence, most popular since cement has become available in most areas.

Although today, engineers, ingeneral, recommendthe use of RC frame system, for a country like India, the loadbearing
masonry ismore relevant for a majority of people in most situations. This ison account of a number of reasons. First of all,
it is the economical option to construct with for most common situations. It requires less materials that have to be
brought from far, thus ensuring simpler logistics of building construction. Thirdly, it requires lesssophisticated skills. In
frame building there is concentration of strength to support the concentration of loads. But in load bearing masonry the
loads are distributed along the length and height of the walls, and so is the strength. Hence, a few small mistakes in the
wallsare likely to be lessseriousthan in the frame. Thus it ismore forgiving than the frame building.

When masons builda masonry building, theirdecisionsabout the wallthickness aredeterminedonlybythe height ofthe
wall, the number of storeys, and the weight ofthe floor and the roof that it is supporting. Most often they are ignorant
about the disaster resistant construction. As a result, when an earthquake or a cyclone strikes, often the result is
catastrophic. Hence, in the aftermath of such calamities the people and the masons are afraid to build simplemasonry
structures. Instead, they want to introduce RCC, since RCC is considered by many as indestructible. Unfortunately,
barring rare exceptions, the masons have incomplete knowledge of RCC frame structure. This results into the
introduction of column like RC elements in the corners of structure without any beams resting on them to support the
upper floor orroof. Often these columns do not have thespread footing. In such case ahole is dug ateach corner and gap
is left in the masonry. The reinforcement cage is simply lowered in to the hole and concrete is poured. These corner
elements do not strengthen thestructure. Instead, they break thebond between thewalls and thus weaken the masonry
structure. Unfortunately, little attention has been paid by the engineers in this regards. As a result this wrong and
dangerous practicehasprosperedinall parts ofthe country.

It is important that all rules of good masonry practice are adhered to in order to avoid any undue weaknesses in the
structure. Next, tostrengthen the masonry structure against the forces ofearthquake and cyclones themost appropriate
RC elements that could be used consist of bands at various levels, and the vertical reinforcement embedded within the

masonry. These elements bring ductility tothe structure while increasing its strength toresist tension and shear generated
byearthquake and cyclone.

Finally, it is important tonote that for every situation there is a right technology toconstruct with. In case ofbuildings with
no more than 3 storeys, the load bearing masonry system would be the best option in most cases and would provide
necessary safety if used with all disaster resistant features. Use ofRC frame system will be more expensive andwill not
yield benefits proportional to the additional cost. Both types of systems, if not properly used, can get severely damaged in
case of natural disasters.
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Why retrofit a building?

Background

Natural phenomena ranging from simple storms to major earthquakes and floods cannot be prevented. But it ispossible
to prevent them turning into disastersor emergencies. Inmost disasters resultingfromearthquakes, cyclones and floods,

the inadequacyofthe buildings, especially the houses, to stand upagainst the forces of nature isthe single-most causeof
the loss to life and property. In Latur earthquake, nearly 9000 people perished under the debris of the houses that

collapsed in an earthquake of moderate magnitude. It is certainly important to ensure that the new structures are

adequately strong. But even more important is to strengthen or retrofit the existing structures, especially the houses,
schoolsand placesofwork. This isa mustbecause most oftheexisting houseswill remain inhabited for several decades.

What is Retrofitting?

Retrofitting is a time-tested concept commonly used in all walks of life. Let us consider some examples of simple
retrofitting in our day to day life. One retrofits an old, worn-out cardboard carton with thehelpofgummed tapes along
the cornersor with strings wrapped around itto protectitfrom falling apartwhen heavily loaded, instead ofdiscarding it
and buying a new one.Orone provides extra stitching on the handles ofa cloth carry bagsothatthe handles would not
separate fromthe bag while carrying heavy loads.

Economics & Convenience

lust as in the case of a carton, so also is in the case of a house or a building. Instead ofdismantling/demolishing an existing

house (structure) and buildinga stronger one, it will be far more prudent to strengthen (retrofit) it. Besides, and more

importantly, it is certainly the most economical option that one can exercise in ensuring one's long term safety. The
option ofany new construction not only involves thecost ofnew structure, but also, the cost ofdismantling theexisting
house,and the costofcartingthe debris.Withthe rapidly escalating coststhe expenditure involved maybeseveral times
that invested inconstruction ofthe existing house.On the otherhand, the retrofitting costswill range from 6%to 20%of
thecost ofa new building. The retrofitting cost will depend upon thetype ofthe building toberetrofitted and thevolume
ofdamage, if any. Amajor advantage ofthis option is the inbuilt flexibility. Total retrofitting canbecarried outin smaller
modules to suit the cost, the time at hand and the convenience factors. Of the several different measures of retrofitting on

the building, one can apply one ormore measures ata time. In addition there is no need toapply these measures tothe
whole house in one go. While working on retrofitting in modular fashion, one must ensure to adhere to the technical
soundness of the overall scheme.

In short...

Reconstruction by its very nature means, first the demolition and removal of debris, and second the
reconstruction.

Retrofitting onthe other hand, means making small changes to some components ofaexisting structure.

Retrofitting is almost five toten timescheaper than the costof reconstruction.

Retrofittingismuch faster than reconstruction.

Retrofitting means all thesmaller fit-in facilities created in thehouse atdifferent times are not lost.

Reconstruction means demolishing and again redoing them.

Retrofitting can be done in phases - one or more parts of the house at a time. Thus the house continues to be
inhabited and occupied even during the activitiesof retrofitting.
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• Economically, even from the hassles of shifting theentire household, itisfar more manageable.

• Finally, retrofitting offers long term safety against future disasters for vast majority of population with the
leastamount ofmoney.

Present Retrofitting Scenario

There is very little in terms of retrofitting being carried out as a part ofpre-disaster action. On the contrary, and
unfortunately, after a disaster, thosestructures evenfit for retrofitting havelargely beenabandoned or demolished,
and reconstruction carried out.

The reason?...

• The building contractors/masons aretotally ignorant about retrofitting

• People do notreadily acceptretrofitting asanoption thatcanbeadopted

. Among the authorities, very few promote retrofitting as the most viable option for long term security against
disasters.

Principal Causes...

• Most engineers (the principal actors) are ignorant about itand/or do not find itattractive. Hence, they do not
recommend it.

• In majority ofthe buildings, the load-bearing building systems are used . These systems vary greatly from
area to area. Engineers have littleunderstanding of them.

• Many retrofitting examples that people see around them are economically unattractive because ofwrong
techniques adopted.

• Many poorly executed retrofitting examples fail to inspire confidence in thepeople.

• Deliverysystemforretrofitting does not exist.

Main Steps to remedy the situation

The process of retrofitting involves several steps. These are given below. It is essential that these are studied properly
andfollowed meticulously in thesame sequence asgiven.

. Understand the existing construction in detail, especially the "what" and the "why" aspects of its
construction, and the stress path due tothe seismic orcyclonic forces. This is the first and most crucial step.

• Assess the weaknesses in the structure, and what this will result into in an earthquake or a cyclone ofan
expected intensity in future.

• Identify and list the measures to counter the weaknesses.

. Prepare the total budgetvis-a-vis (individual's) capacityto spend.

• Decide on thesequence and themix (all v/s a few) ofmeasures and thequantum ofwork for each measure
(whole house v/s portions ofit) atthe given time based onthe allocated budget as well asthe convenience of
the house owner.

Weaknesses In the Load BearingConstruction

Barring large metropolitan cities, even today, a majority of the inhabitants in the urban and the rural areas live in
structures with load-bearing construction. Hence, itismostimportant to addressthe weaknesses ofwallsand roofs in

this type of structures. The weakness of one component adversely affects the behavior of the others during adisaster.
Hence, it is important to retrofit both. These could be summarized as follows...
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Walls-

Walls develop a variety of cracks which can be vertical, horizontal or slanting because of the tension caused in them by

the seismic or cyclonic forces. Walls also tend to separate at the corners. To prevent all this a Ferrocement belt all around

the building securely connected to it is very effective. In stone walls the inside and the outside faces tend to separate

when shaken by ground shaking ifthe headers are absent or inadequate in number. This is rectified by the making holes

inthe walls and casting reinforced concrete headers in them.
i

Roofs-

The RCC slab tends to slide on top of the wall causing a crack at its junction with the walls. This can be prevented by

securely anchoring it to the wall with the of vertical bars in the walls. The tiled pitched roof tends to break down with

timber elements separating from each other. This in turn weakens the building resulting into greater damage. This can be

prevented by properly securing together various timber elements with the help of wooden planks or angles, and by tying

Gl wire cables along the diagonals of the roof.The tiles need to be secured along the eave with the help of a steel rod or a

flat iron. In addition load-walls over the gable walls also prevent the roof from getting lifted up in the event of a cyclone.

Roof properly anchored to the walls makes the whole structure stronger. In addition vertical steel bars in the inside

corners of room anchored securely to the walls also significantly increase the strength of the building.

Summary-

All types of structure can be retrofitted. Itdoes not matter ifthey are made of stone or bricks or timber. There are a variety

of retrofitting measures that need to be applied to take care of various weaknesses. Each measure costs. Hence, the house

owner has to decide how much he can do at a given time. It is, nonetheless, possible to retrofit a structure fully over a

period of a couple of years, ifone cannot afford to finish it in one go. This is precisely why even a person of ordinary *

means can afford to retrofit his house. It is, however, important that the house owner realizes the vulnerability of his

house and takes one step forward today by retrofitting even a portion of his/her house. Only then he/she wis likely to

take another step in the same direction tomorrow or the day after so that in a foreseeable future the whole house becomes

less vulnerable.
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•
' Retrofitting of Diverse Masonry Structures

Case Studies of Seismic Retrofitting and Lessons Learnt
Latur to Kashmir

Seismic Retrofitting for reduction ofvulnerability ofastructure is a relatively new concept in India. It was only after Latur
Earthquake of1993 that Prof. A.S.Arya ofRoorkee University did a pilot retrofitting ofadamaged stone house in Village
of Mogarga and prepared an illustrated brochure published by BMTPC. This prompted the World Bank toprovide funds
to the Government ofMaharashtra for carrying out retrofitting work ofover 2,00,000 houses. Hence, retrofitting was
taken up on a substantial scale as a part of the earthquake rehabilitation program under which many public buildings
were retrofitted. Thequantum gotsubstantially increased in theaftermath of2001 Kutchch Earthquake.

In spite ofall that got done, retrofitting asan option, a technique, a profession or a business is still in its infancy. This is
manifested byfive indicators - (a) Adelivery system for retrofitting does notexist; (b) Official Schedule of Rates (SOR) of
anygovernment agency does not include seismic retrofitting; (c) Contractors and skilled artisans knowledgeable in this
are scarce; (d) People at large have noknowledge ofthe option ofretrofitting; and (e) Information onretrofitting is hard to
find. As a result the use ofretrofitting asa tool for managing theearthquake risk is fraught with too many obstacles,
puttingitbeyond the reach of an ordinary person.

In India, it would not be an exaggeration to say that over 80% buildings that consist ofnon-engineered masonry are
vulnerable against the hazard offuture earthquake. These cover a broad range of buildings starting from small mud
houses in remote villages all the way to the moderately large infrastructure buildings in cities. With the country
witnessing a large number ofdeaths and incurring huge losses every year resulting from disasters it is important that the
vulnerability ofthese non-engineered masonry structures is reduced through retrofitting.

Fortunately, a substantial amount of pioneering work has been done in different parts of the country on seismic
retrofitting of"non-engineered masonry" buildings, although, only by a few individuals and groups. This includes the (a)
development ofregional technical guidelines in a number ofregions, (b) making of public awareness materials in the
regional languages, and (c) most importantly, the actual execution of retrofitting of local variants of masonry structures
coupled with some artesian training on retrofitting. Since each region poses significantly different context, such an effort
required fresh approach to evolve the solutions to tackle the problems on hand peculiar to the area. This involved
different building technologies, different materials, difficulties of access, unreliability of electric power, unavailability of
basic as well as special materials needed for retrofitting etc. The retrofitting work carried out in various regions, although
on asmall scale, offers anumber oflessons as well as valuable information including the cost. This would bevaluable for
the further development of retrofitting as well as for its promotion as the most attractive option for reducing vulnerability.

The most recent work on large two and three storey brick masonry school buildings with RC slab roof indicate that the
cost comes to around Rs.500 per square meter while the total cost of construction of such buildings would be around
Rs.5500 per square meter. In other words it is less than 10% ofthe cost of new construction. This figure could be around
12% for the buildings with pitched roof. In case of buildings having random rubble walls and pitched roof this would be
15% or a little higher.

Four case studies are taken in this paper. This includes (a) ahouse in avillage in Latur region, (b) ahouse in avillage in the
hills of Uttarakhand, (c) a Road &Building Department Office cum Storage building in asmall Gujarat town, (d) asmall
school in mountainous border region of Kashmir, (e) alarge 3storey school of Delhi Municipal Corporation. The authors
were involved in the conceptualization as well as the execution ofeach one of these projects.
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(1) Latur, Maharashtra, Year 1994:
Context: Post earthquake rehabilitation with the government financial assistance for quake affected people, and
retrofitting guidelines prepared by Prof. A.S. Arya
Predominant buildingsystem:Mudroofing on timberdeck supported on timbercolumns- Maalwad style -and wallsof
random rubble masonry in mud mortar.

Flat roofs with mud layer roofing
on timber deck

Load bearing stone wall with
grand door

CaseStudy: House of Haribhau in Nagarsogavillage:
Primary objective: To get first hand understanding ofretrofitting—"Learning while Doing".
Building System: Heavy Mud roofing onself-supported timber deck andRandom Rubble Masonry walls in mud mortar
Building Area: 2 large rooms — 40 sq.m.
Damage Category: G 2
Retrofitting Measures: Restoration of damages followed by (a) Stitching of stone wythes with Cast in-situ RC Stitching
Elements, (b) Installation of roof level RC Band after removal of the upper part of the walls includingthe projection above
the roof, (c) Installation ofKnee Braces at the junction oftimbercolumnsand beamsinthe"Maalwad" frames.
Problems Encountered:

• Noawareness ofretrofitting option among people. As a result not many peoplewere interested in this option. Lack
of confidence among local engineers added to the problem.

• Complicated selection process of a house (simple with no major damage) to work upon because of lack of
experienceofrestoration, retrofitting and randomrubblemasonry.

• The risk and the skills involved in the installation of Cast in-situ RC Stitching Elements

•

Restored & Retrofitted House

Upper part of wall removed for band
installation & self supported roof deck
opened for repairs and timberchange
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• Thick stone walls made of hard stone precluded use of electric drill for making holes
• Improvisation of tools for making holes in random rubble wall
• Lackof necessary skillwith masons required intensive hands-on training of masons

"Learn while you work" approach coupled with the understanding of vernacular masonry system and application of
engineering common sense helped tackle the problems on hand.
Two more houses were retrofitted subsequent to which a large area level retrofitting program was taken up. Acomplete
deliverysystemwas evolved foreffectiveand efficientexecution of the program. Inall 900 masons were trained and 150
houses retrofitted after convincing each one of the house owner.

2. Uttarakhand, Year 2000:
Primary objective: To evolve and demonstrate the retrofitting technology for the buildings typical to the area that were
vastlydifferent from Latur,and to conduct hands-on training of local artisans.
Building System: Heavy Slate roofing on rough hewn timber planks supported on round timber purlins spanning
between random rubble gable walls, partial timber deck under the roof, timber plank floor placed on sized timber floor-
joists resting on Random Rubble Masonry walls in mud mortar

» Stone walls with sloping slate roof on timber
understructure

Typical stones house with slate roof

Building Area: 4 large rooms — 60 sq.m.
Damage Category: None
Retrofitting Measures: (a) Stitching of stone wythes with Cast in-situ RC Stitching Elements, (b) Installation of Seismic
Belt at lintel and eave levels, on the triangular face of gable walls, (c) Installation of diagonal ties and struts in the
underside of the roof, (d) Installation of diagonal timber braces and timber struts in the underside of the timber floor, (e)
Anchoring of the purlins to gable walls, (f) Installation ofCollar ties to the principal rafters, and (g) Vertical reinforcement
in the corners of walls.

Problems Encountered:

• Unlike Latur, access to the sites was difficult, often on foot only.
• In the hills many materials such as Gl wires, Weld mesh etc. were not available and, hence, had to be carted in. In

some sites all the materials had to be carried on the horseback.

• Unlike Latur where the work could be carried out all year around, here winter and monsoon were not suitable for
taking up work. Monsoon had the problem of landslides and road closures, and winter, the cold.

Installation of belt Installation of in-plane bracing
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3. Gujarat, Year 2002:
Context: Post earthquakerehabilitation with financial assistance forquake affected people from Government ofGujarat
and retrofittingguidelines prepared for GSDMAby Prof.A.S. Arya
Objective: Demonstration and training of Government engineers.
Predominant buildingsystem:Tiled roof or RC slaboverstone,brick or concreteblockmasonry walls. -i

Pitched Roof With Clay Tiles Two story semi urban house

Case Study: R & B Office cum Storage at Patadi town

Primaryobjective: Todemonstratethe technologyand to train government engineers.
Building System: AC Sheeting over wooden understructure supported on Random Rubble Masonry in cement mortar
BuildingArea:4 roomsand a passage—80sq.m. covered area
Damage Category: G 2
Retrofitting Measures: (a) Stitching ofstone wythes with Cast in-situ RC Stitching Elements, (b) WWM Seismic Belt at
eave level, (c) Vertical Reinforcing Bars in corners anchored towalls and encased in micro concrete, (d) Encasing ofwall
openings with WWM Seismic Straps, (e) Roof diaphragm improvement with thehelp ofDiagonal Ties made of13gauge
pre-tensioned multiple strand Gl wires and timber struts, (0 Strengthening ofconnections between roofing elements, (g)
Anchoring of elements of roof understructure to walls, (h) closing off of a window opening and, (i) Restoration of
earthquake damage
Executing Agency: NCPDP with the help of local masons.

Retrofitted building with gable & lintle level
seismic belts, stitching element, and window
blocking

Installing WWM belt at gable top
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Special Features Used First Time By Author:
• Additional Seismic Belt with WWM for extra high walls. Extensive use of Seismic Belt with WWM for

encasement ofopenings.

• Anchoringofroofingelementstosupportwalls ,
• Blocking offofa windowopening

Problems:

• Absence ofawareness about the significance of retrofitting in public as well as R&Bengineers resulted in to little
learning by them for future use.

• Absenceof necessary skills with masons required theirtraining and more supervision.
• With wide firsthand experience of retrofitting in Latur region from technical angle it wasn't difficult to take up

retrofitting activities. Amajor program was taken up for the government for awareness building in 480 villages
and training of 6000 masons.

4. Kashmir, Year 2006:

Context: Post earthquake rehabilitation with financial assistance for quake affected people from Government ofKashmir
and retrofitting guidelines prepared by Prof. A.S. Arya.
Objective: Training of masons and peoples' awareness &confidence building in retrofitting, and vulnerability reduction
ofschool building

Predominant building system: Corrugated Galvanized Iron (CGI) sheet roofing on Timber Principal Rafters that are
securely connected to the timber attic floor joists to form atriangular box. The roof-attic floor assembly resting on random
rubble masonry in mud or cement mortar. Intermediate floor consisting oftimber joists and timber plank flooring.

Stone wall with CGI sheet roofing,
and timber gable

Timber laced 'Dhajji' wall with CGI
sheet roofing

Case Study: Primary School in Sultan Daki village

Primary objective: To demonstrate technology in Kashmir context and train the local masons and create awareness.
Building System: CGI Sheeting over wooden understructure anchored to wooden attic floor deck which in turn
supported on Random Rubble Masonry incement mortar

Building Area: 3rooms and averandah- 150sq.m.
Damage Category: G 3

Retrofitting Measures: (a) Stitching of stone wythes with Cast in-situ RC Stitching Elements, (b) WWM Seismic Belt at
eave level, (c) Vertical Reinforcing Bars in corners anchored to walls and encased in micro concrete, (d) Encasing of wall
openings with WWM Seismic Straps, (e) Roofdiaphragm improvement with the installation of timber bracings and struts
(0 Strengthening of connections between roofing elements, (g) Anchoring of attic floor to walls with the help of vertical
reinforcing bars and special MS brackets, (h) Diagonal timber bracings between timber columns in verandah. And (I)
Restoration ofearthquakedamage

Executing Agency: NCPDP with the help of local masons, all of whom received intensive training while working on this
building. °
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Retrofitting completed with bracings
between columns

Installation of WWM reinforcement for lintle level
seismic belt

Roof to wall anchoring

Seismic belt & opening encasement

Problems Encountered: *
. Absence ofawareness about retrofitting in public aswell as local masons resulted in to some skepticism about ^

retrofitting the school inthe beginning
. Local village level politics and lack of awareness for retrofitting called for meetings and lobbying
. Retrofitting was not a part of government program. This meant that no help would come from government

engineers and in turn they did not learn anything from this
. Lackofnecessaryskillwithmasonsrequiredintensivehands-ontrainingofmasons
. Reaching the remote site with limited transportation and security checks made it more difficult.
. Procurement of galvanized WWM of the desired specifications demanded alot ofextra efforts and resulted in to a

delay ofone month.
. Thick stone walls and unreliable electric power supply precluded the use of electric drill. With wide firsthand

experience of retrofitting in Latur, mountainous Uttarakhand, and Gujarat, from the technical angle it wasn't
difficult to take up retrofitting activities. Based on the experience of this school and Kupwara District Hospital a
detailed manual onRetrofitting andRestoration was prepared for UNESCO.

Special Features Used First Time By Author:
. Anchoring of the triangular roof/attic box to stone walls using special brackets
. Diagonal timber bracings between timber columns,

5. Delhi, Year 2007:
Context: Pre-earthquake risk mitigation effort.
Predominant building system: Two to three storey high load bearing brick masonry walls supporting RC slab root and
intermediate floor , . .
With wide firsthand experience of retrofitting in different regions of the country including urban areas from technical
angle it wasn't difficult to take up the retrofitting of this building. *
Case Study: Ramnagar Primary School ofDelhi Municipal Corporation: .,
Primary objective: To reduce vulnerability, demonstrate technology, train Municipal engineers, and raise awareness.
Building System: Three storey building with load bearing brick masonry walls supporting RC slab roof and intermediate
floors.

Building Area G+2 storeys, 24rooms andlobby -1816 sq. mt.
Damage Category: No damage
Retrofitting Measures: (a) WWM Seismic Belt at lintel and sill levels, (b) Vertical Reinforcing Bars in corners
anchored to walls and encased in micro concrete, (c) Encasing of wall openings with WWM Seismic Straps, (d)
Anchoring of slabs to walls, and (e) Jacketing of masonry columns
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lacketed masonry columns & seismic belts Jacketing reinforcement

•H.inlte & Sill belts & window encasement :ncasement of a door way

Problems Encountered, their impact & solution:

• Lack of awareness on the significance of retrofitting meant limited cooperation and support from all different
quarters, making the execution task more difficult and more time consuming

• Working in the school building that is in use resulted in to unplanned delays and called for regular coordination
with school authorities

• No noisy activity such as plaster breaking or drilling work could be done during school hours

• Extremecaution had to be exercised for the safety of children

. Procurement of galvanized WWM of the desired specifications and the galvanized 6mm MS bars requires more
lead time than other materials

• Extensiveremoval of plaster for seismic belts and vertical reinforcement tackled with electric rotary grinder.

• Extensive drilling in to RC slabs for the vertical reinforcement and in masonry columns for installing shear
connectors was tackled with good quality heavy duty electric drill

• In largebuildings extra items crop up easily. To make sure contractor gets paid forthese the MOU would have to
be suitably prepared.

Special Features Used First Time ByAuthor:

• Threestoreystructure required scaffoldingand safetyequipment forthe workerswho were not used to such heights.
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About GOI-UNDP DRM Programme

Disaster Risk Management Programme is a multi donor funded, joint GOI-UNDP Programme being
implemented in 176 multi hazard prone districts of 17 selectedstates, with the overall goal of sustainable
reduction in disaster risk across India.

The main objectives of the programme are as follows:

National Capacity Building to institutionalize the system for natural disaster risk management in
Ministry Of Home Affairs
Environment building, education, awareness programmes and strengthening capacities at all levels in
disaster riskmanagement and sustainable recovery

• Multi hazard preparedness, response and mitigation plans for disaster risk management, developing
and promoting policy frameworks at state and national level.

• Networking knowledge on effective approaches, methods and tools for disaster risk management,
developing and promoting policy frameworks at state and national levels.

Urban Earthquake Vulnerability Reduction Project, a sub component of the GOI-UNDP DRM
Programme is being implemented in 38 seismic prone cities of India falling either in Zone III, IVand V
having a population of more than half a million. The project aims at sustainable reduction in earthquake
risk in urban areas of India.

The major objectives of the project are
• Creating awareness on earthquake preparedness.
• Building up the capacity of professionals like architects, engineers and masons on earthquake resistant

construction technology.
Amending the building rules/Byelaws to ensure structural safety in natural hazard prone areas.

• Build the capacity of local community by putting in place earthquake preparedness and response plan
and training them in lifesupporting skills foreffective response in a post disaster situation.
Networking of knowledge and best practices across the cities on earthquake risk preparedness and
mitigation.

About NCPDP

National Centre for Peoples'-Action in Disaster Preparedness (NCPDP)
NCPDP was created with a focus on disaster preparedness in October, 2000 at the time of
Bhavnagar Earthquake in Gujarat. This was an outcome of seven years of post earthquake
intervention by its two honorary directors in regions of Latur, Jabalpur and Chomoli in India. Later,
it played a major role in rehabilitation as well as capacity building for long-term preparedness in
Gujarat in the aftermath of Kutchch Earthquake, and also worked on capacity building and
technology demonstration inthe quake affected Kashmir.

NCPDP is one of a few technology-based organizations in the country with first-hand experience
of working at the grass-roots. It has a firm belief that building capacity of people from within is the
only way to mitigate disasters for a safer world. Hence, we believe that intervention by external
agencies in the aftermath of a disaster ismost needed to work in this direction. Skill up-gradation of
building artisans should form the backbone of this approach.

NCPDP strives to bring viable, eco-friendly and sustainable technologies to help people reduce
their vulnerability against future disasters. It strives to remain prepared for timely intervention in
the aftermath of major disasters. It is continuing to work on disaster mitigation through (a) training
of engineers and building artisans, (b) awareness &confidence building programs in communities,
(c) preparing ready to use technical information for people, (d) research on structural behavior of
masonry structures, and (e)building vulnerability studies in different parts of India. (^-vulnerability
reduction through retrofitting (g). policy interventions.
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